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Abstract 

The following MA thesis is a work inspired by and based on a course in Creative 

Writing, taught by Dr. Anna Heiða Pálsdóttir at the University of Iceland in the spring 

of 2018. The thesis consists of three short stories, “The Party”, “Silver Noon” and 

“Matryoshka”, spanning almost 22500 words, as well as the exposition of the creative 

process, spanning roughly 3500 words. The three stories can be read as separate 

narratives, although their plots and protagonists are loosely connected. The main links 

between them are their shared setting, themes and key points of influence. The title of 

the thesis comes from “Matryoshka”, and describes the three protagonists who, despite 

their different socio-economic backgrounds, are all proverbial crows among 

hummingbirds: Lydia, an immigrant whose life begins to crumble as a result of sexual 

abuse in the workplace, Shaun, a troubled middle-aged man embarking on an 

unexpected quest on the last day of his life, Lucile, a rich heiress approaching middle 

age, caught in the midst of losing everything she thought of as permanent in her life. 

Two of the stories are set in the present, while one takes place in the relatively near 

future. This choice allowed for creative freedom of depicting a reality affected by 

climate change. The stories present the reader with explorations of unique inner worlds, 

while at the same time delving into the issues of femininity, grief, love, abuse, the 

future, and social injustice. The exposition of the creative process details my personal 

influences, themes and ambitions that shaped the stories into being. In brief notes, I 

explain the reasoning behind each characterization, narrative voice and setting, focusing 

primarily on their psychological and societal aspects. Together with the reader, I explore 

the ways in which these three stories are simultaneously similar, yet different from one 

another.   
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The Party 

“Incredibly stupid,” Lydia murmured. Carl gave her a funny look. 

“What is?” 

That. T here. The snowstorm. The winding green and red lights sparkling above 

their heads. Garlands of plastic golden leaves glittering off the ceiling all the way down 

to the red carpet on the foyer floor; corporate warmth at its best. Lydia had to change 

out of her boots back in the car, and the spikes of her pumps were already digging into 

her feet. And the night was only beginning. 

“Having to wear heels in the snow,” Lydia said instead. “You know.” 

“Well, no one said you had to wear heels.” Carl smiled. It wasn’t 

condescending; his casual dismissal of propagated beauty ideals was one of the things 

that drew her to him in the first place. The way a tailored suit fit him was another one. 

As they walked to the dining hall, she couldn’t help but admire their paired reflections 

in the mirror: navy and gold, faces fresh from the cold and making out in the car just a 

few minutes prior. She felt her cheeks warm like so many logs in the foyer fireplace. It 

even had an iron gate. The building couldn’t’ve been older than ten years – who needed 

a fireplace in a golfing club in the first place?  

The club room-turned-dining hall was similarly underwhelming. Long tables 

outfitted in black alligator leather and cow hide – matching chairs – white tableware – 

no tablecloths. What was it that Grandma Sunwoo used to say? The day we decided we 

didn’t need tablecloths was the day we became barbarians? An array of glittery balloons 

hung above the bar – a wedge of black marble, altar-like in its glory. People gathered 

around it were a mass of shiny satin; patent pumps sprouting white legs, black legs, legs 

in colorful stockings; Rolexes glinted under sleeves, gelled hair and the heated glow of 

highlighted cheeks glistened under wreaths of festive, twinkling light bulbs. 

 “There’s even a grand piano here, Jesus Christ,” Lydia muttered as they were 

handed aperitifs. Carl squeezed her hand. The snob in her always swam to the surface in 

situations like these. 

“So,” someone whispered. “The boyfriend – won’t you introduce us to the 

boyfriend?”  
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Arms enveloped Lydia from all sides, bracelets rubbing into her skin. Sugary 

perfume hung around the bar like a girls’ locker room. The sight of her coworkers 

plastered so early in the evening was always fun, if a tad disgusting. Air kisses rang in 

her ears. Carl’s hand was taken, squeezed and shaken by the men from Lydia’s 

department. The women looked him up and down, all smiles. Lydia decided it was out 

of joy for her finally having cuffed up, tied down, caught a heavyweight. She didn’t 

have enough drinks in her yet to think of the alternatives. Truth be told, against the 

backdrop of all the insignificant people that occupied her every day, Carl shone as 

brightly as one of the festive bulbs.  

Lydia’s ego floated high against the ceiling like so many helium balloons. She 

let it. Carl chatted with someone he happened to know from his town. She kept close to 

her department, as usual, consisting of four project engineers and herself. The grace of 

the third floor, they dubbed her, after she was put in charge and given her own office 

there last August. After… everything. It was a nickname bordering on the idiotic. Her 

guys – Mitch, Stance, Rob and Hussein – looked like a penguin quartet in their best 

tuxedos. They indulged Lydia with some trivial politeness, sure, but they were too used 

to leading conversation apart from her. Lydia did not mind. The image from the foyer 

stuck: Carl’s wavy hair swooped back by a handful of that organic beeswax product she 

had bought for him in Tuscany; the shimmery dress dancing down her chest in a way 

that made even her team ogle her incredulously over the rim of their pints. Lydia found 

herself smiling among the slowly building haze of clinking glasses and boring 

conversation in the tightly insulated club room.  

“Breaking news: the dinner will be late,” Hussein announced, causing an 

eruption of disappointed sighs. “They are understaffed in the kitchen, I heard.” 

“Did you pick the gluten-free dessert option?” Mitch asked Lydia quietly. He 

wouldn’t shut up about his fitness journey lately, and for some God forsaken reason he 

assumed Lydia would be his confidante. “A sorbet, it gotta be a sorbet, no doubt.” 

“I think they said the chef got boiling oil into his eye,” Hussein continued 

disinterestedly, texting someone on his phone. Rob, the youngest, covered his mouth as 

if he might throw up. “The ambulance just left when we were arriving.” 

“Jesus, what?”  
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“He might not be able to see again, or something. They better have a good 

insurance policy here...”  

“Did you see Franco’s date, though?” Rob whispered. “The rack, my god! And 

the—” 

Lydia coughed more out of habit than anything else. She had spent months 

wrangling with the desire to be acknowledged by these four bachelors in their late 

thirties, who more often than not forgot she was there unless they needed her approval 

of their projects. Being one of the boys just wasn’t her thing, and the boys avoided her 

like she was cursed. Which she was, in a sense. There was no doubt that some of them 

knew; Lydia could only guess the percentage. Still, a total lack of interest could 

occasionally be infuriating. At least she was self-aware.  

“This snowstorm sure is something, huh, Lydia? You and, uh, the date, got here 

alright?” 

“Carl drove, and we are here now, I suppose, so yes, Mitch, we’re alright.” 

Lydia sipped her Aperol, congratulating herself on the haughty tone. 

“How long’ve you guys been together, then?” Rob chipped in.  

“It’s been a few months.” Eight months and ten days. Lydia still couldn’t quite 

believe it.   

“Oh. Nice. How come he never, uh, dropped by?” Subtle as a horde of elephants 

at a Bohemian crystal exhibition, Rob was. He blushed. “That we never got to know 

him before, I mean.” 

“Well.” Lydia eyed him up and down slowly, glitzy snakeskin shoes to festive 

red-and-gold bowtie. “There’s something to be said for grand surprises best left for 

special occasions, Rob.”  

No need to be cutesy around them anymore, not while Carl was in the same 

room, glancing at her over the heads of anyone he’d talk to. Mitch got her joke, at least. 

“And what an occasion it is.” He winked, landing a light hand on her shoulder. 

“Breghel’s Christmas party – wouldn’t miss it for the world,” he added in conspiratory 

whisper. Lydia had to laugh. He was the only one in the bunch of them that made it a 

point not to make her uncomfortable; she assumed it was because he knew the most. 

“Oh, and there’s the big man himself!” Rob quipped, the dumbest smile on his 

face, raising his pint in the direction of the doorway.  The rest of the room all followed 
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suit. Someone yelled, then everyone joined in, cheers, confetti and sprinklers erupting in 

the crowd. 

 Lydia chugged her drink down. 

 

* * * 

In retrospect, Rob was probably the one who knew the least, seeing as his career 

began last August, only a few weeks after Lydia was advised to drop all charges against 

one Hans M. Breghel, CEO and main shareholder of Oceans Unlimited, Canada’s 

leading yacht manufacturer. That summer was positively sweltering, even for Toronto. 

If someone were to ask, Lydia would be able to recollect the days she’d spent training 

Rob in his cubicle only in the roughest of brushstrokes. Although she would hardly 

admit it to anyone, including herself, she did not want to remember. Memories of 

summer filled her head with pounding, blood-soaked cotton wool.  

“Don’t stop showing up. It will be harder to come back if you disappear,” 

Larissa, her lawyer, had advised. And so, she did not disappear. From nine to five, the 

air conditioning gulf blasted through her ears, chilling her to the bone while she filed 

sheet upon sheet of diagrams and projects for Oceans Unlimited. The nights were her 

own – to sweat under duvets, shiver to unconsciousness, break her personal record on 

the treadmill. To take long, long walks on the pier in the dead of the night, imagining 

how it would feel to be a body soaking on the bottom, shadowed completely by the 

wooden planks above. Darkness didn’t frighten Lydia, and neither did the homeless 

fishermen looming in the fog; after all, everything she was taught to fear was not what 

kept her safe in the end. 

“In broad daylight. In the supermarket aisle.”  

The words had been ringing in Lydia’s ears, repeated for months, reprinted on 

her files, plunging her back into the single moment she had placed under a mat under a 

box under a house under the world. Larissa’s voice was tired. It was the end of July, and 

after two whole months of hearings, it was beginning to dawn on her legal team that the 

battle – if that’s what it could’ve been called, all the mingling, the suiting up, the sitting 

in the waiting room right across her agressor, looking elsewhere – was fruitless. Lydia 

had stared at Larissa’s nails tapping on the courtroom table for so long that all she could 

see was red.  
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“I told you. She told you. My client wore a tracksuit for the company barbecue.”  

The Mayday barbecue at the beach, windy with chances of rain. Traffic was 

closed for the parade and they had run out of hot dogs – talk about phallic symbolism. 

Lydia’s trauma therapist, a woman in her fifties named Joyce, did not think that one was 

funny. Joking was a form of escapism, and she was skipping miles of territory that they 

yet had to uncover before being able to laugh about it. Lydia didn’t think that she had 

really needed to be there, crying on the couch, nor in the courtroom, sweating in a 

pantsuit, for that matter, but Larissa had said both would look good for her. Well. So did 

the rocks on the bottom of the pier. 

“No, we have not been able to access the footage. The Yum Yum Markets’ 

representative claims that their cameras roll on empty.” More questions. “The system is 

preventive more than anything else, which should be a breach of staff safety 

regulations.” 

It was a bit funny. When the Yum Yum Market representative, a sad, balding 

presence called Shaun, had contacted Larissa with this ridiculous report, Lydia could 

not help but laugh. All she could picture were those grainy, security camera videos of 

children, old ladies, even dogs interrupting mini-market robberies in the most 

incredulous of ways. The ones that would go viral and be shared by every Facebook 

mom, and millions of well-meaning strangers in the comments would hail the brave 

citizens as everyday heroes. In some intoxicated moments, Lydia had considered going 

back to the corner store herself, standing in the spot where the laundry detergent and the 

diaper aisle met, pocketing something and leaving unnoticed by the cameras. In truth, 

she could not remember there being any cameras. Only the sensation of her face, 

smashed against the pointy edge of Daisy Citrus Luxurious Liquid Laundry Soap – what 

self-respecting branding department thought of that? – and her boss’ crotch rubbing 

against her thigh. 

“In broad daylight!”  

Oh, yes, here we go again. Larissa’s hands were moving with vigor. It was hard 

to keep track of her nails, up and down, up and down, like the bloody claws of a 

velociraptor.   

“Mr Breghel is her employer. They had never been engaged previously. My 

client is in a relationship.” 
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Calling it a relationship in front of a courtroom of people was a stretch, but 

Larissa insisted on it ever since she’d found out that Lydia had been seeing Carl for 

whole three weeks before she was–. Assaulted. The fact that Carl didn’t even know that 

Lydia was in that very courtroom did not interest her.  

“I am not asking you to disregard the absence of evidence. Miss Sunwoo, my 

client, was assaulted by her employer in a supermarket, and the trauma she has been 

through should be evidence enough. What I am asking you is this: is there no space 

where a woman can feel safe anymore?” 

That sounded about right. 

 

* * * 

 Quiet places were sparse within the glittery maw of the golf club, but Lydia had 

managed to find one. In the corner next to the pantry, she stood facing the wall. Her 

phone was in the purse slung around her chair at the dining table. Head pounding, she 

clutched the scaly fabric of her dress. There was no spotlight to illuminate her, no string 

quartet to synchronize the eulogy of the nervous sweat breaking out on her upper lip, 

tears threatening to melt ink in the corners of her eyes. Lydia’s mind bent the distant 

tune of the pianist’s mangled pop-song cover into a never-ending loop. Her glass was 

empty. Her feet hurt. 

 It was stupid to act this way. Indeed, Larissa would say it looked bad for her to 

avoid socialization. That’s why she was at a social event in the first place – Larissa’s 

advice. It wasn’t about facing Breghel, either. Well, not all of it, at least; it was mostly 

his wife whom Lydia wanted to avoid. She barely had a glimpse of her in the dining hall 

before she dashed. Short dress, black hair, silver tiara. Younger than in the photos. She 

had to know. She had to. Unless her husband had made something up to cover for the 

two months he had spent in and out of court; for the local news articles about 

anonymous corporate directors molesting anonymous, highly educated female 

employees at unspecified company barbecues. That was as far as Lydia had allowed 

Larissa to take it. There was no way her name, her name would be drawn through the 

mud like that. It had been... bad, just bad, even without reporters at her door. Still, the 

wording of it all was common enough that the hints at Oceans Unlimited had the 

company glide through the coverage unscathed. Soon enough, Breghel was popping up 
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in The Sun, shaking hands with women’s shelter activists, handing over massive checks, 

that esteemed benefactor and friend of the female sex. One thing replaced another until 

the fuss was forgotten about by everyone save for her, Larissa and Carl. 

 Carl! 

 She found him at the bar, sipping a club soda with Mitch who was on his third 

beer, from the looks of it. Carl’s shoulders were tensed up, eyes moving around up and 

down the hall. Ditched by his own date at her company party, left behind to mingle with 

the finest selection of accountants and marine engineers. What fun that had to be. 

 “I’ve been looking all over for you!” As soon as she opened her mouth, Lydia 

knew that her voice was off by a few pitches. Carl certainly noticed; his eyebrows 

scrunched up, glasses sliding down his nose. 

 “About time, Lydia. Your man and I, we... we were wonderin’ where you were.” 

Mitch swung his arm around Carl’s shoulders. “We almost ran out of things to talk 

about when we found out our sisters – you know Yolanda, my sister, the lesbian – were 

in a marchin’ band together in high school! Can you believe? Ha!” 

 Lydia felt the force of her smile create wrinkles in the layers of foundation on 

her face. A server wearing a mini-Santa hat offered her another Aperol-spritz. She 

barely resisted chugging it down all at once.  

 “I was just making the rounds, saying hi. Got stuck chatting in the women’s 

toilet for a while.” She knew Carl didn’t believe her. How long was it since she had left, 

anyway? She winked at him and took a seat. He turned away from Mitch and looked 

into her eyes. 

 “Mitch and I were just thinking about dinner,” he said. His face was serious. 

“Did you hear that one of the staff got injured?” 

 “A knife through the hand, clean cut,” Mitch bellowed. “Blood contaminated 

everything. The vegan sorbet is probably ruined,” he whispered dramatically, then 

burped. “Excuse me, kids, I’ve got a few rounds of my own to make if I don’t wanna 

piss myself at the bar.” 

 “He seems to already be getting quite pissed.” Lydia watched him saunter off, 

clapping people on the shoulder on his way. Carl didn’t seem to appreciate the joke. 

 “If you don’t want to be here, then we didn’t have to come,” he said quietly. 

Lydia took another sip of her drink. 
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 “Let’s not talk about it here.” 

“Where were you?” 

She sighed. His hand squeezed hers against the bar stool. She could feel the 

furry cowhide cover digging into her skin. He looked concerned. 

 “Got stuck in a conversation,” she murmured. “I forgot my phone so I couldn’t 

text you.” 

 He bent his neck, angling his head towards hers as if to go in for a kiss. He 

wanted eye contact. She stared at the colorful display of bottles behind the bar. Bombay 

Sapphire. Beefeater London Dry Gin. Johnny Walker. She blinked. 

“I just needed some space.” She finally looked at Carl. His eyes were really 

brown. That was stupid, they had always been brown. It was still difficult to keep 

looking into them without getting dazed.  

“I was standing next to the pantry. I was alone. I... I had to get some space 

from... from the others.” 

 “From him.” 

 She squeezed his hand. “And that.” 

 “Lydia.” 

 “Mm?” 

 “We really didn’t need to come here. You have nothing to prove to anyone.” 

Carl watched her take another sip. “Don’t drink so fast.” 

 “Well, I’m sorry.” 

 “Don’t get like that.” He sighed. “Please.” 

 She stared at the bottles. The Christmas lights flickered on and off, reflecting 

against the glass, coloring white labels green, red and gold. 

 “Lydia, look.” Carl shook her hand. “If you don’t feel well even being in the 

same room as,” he lowered his voice, “–as him, maybe we should leave.” 

 She was silent. He was probably right. He kept squeezing her hand. She wanted 

to, she really wanted to parade him to her small and cynical everyday world that was 

almost oblivious of her very existence right until she became the woman who was – or 

was not – molested to her promotion. She yearned to stick a finger in the eye of all the 

long legs on the accounting floor, show off her younger beau packed inside a smart suit, 

fresh off the valedictorian row, stem cell PhD degree under his arm, and herself leaning 
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oh so fragile and victorious against it. Moreover, she needed to have a good evening 

out, to dance, eat, and at the grand, glorious end of it, be unwrapped like a shimmery, 

golden present, high on adrenaline and pride.  

 But Carl was right. 

 “Okay.” 

 “Okay… okay, what?” 

 “Let’s, uh.” She swallowed. Her mouth was really dry. Her next drink should be 

water. “Let’s leave after dinner, then?”  

 His eyes really were very brown, especially when he smiled. They held 

Christmas lights inside them. He leaned in and gave her a kiss. 

 

* * * 

Roughly half an hour later, it began to dawn on everyone that it would be a real 

Christmas miracle if the promised five-course dinner was to be served that night. 

Breghel had the honors of informing them that since the head chef was incapacitated – 

he didn’t go into details, so the room was divided between a freak knife accident and the 

classic hot oil into the eye – they’d need to wait for a replacement to fight his way to the 

venue through the snow. People exchanged uneasy looks. Nothing could be seen 

through the tall windows but a vortex of snowflakes violently dancing against the glass 

like nature-powered TV static. The buzzing of the hall turned from cheerful to 

displeased in a matter of minutes. 

 “It’s just beginning to pick up speed.” 

 “My husband’s Rover slipped into a ditch this afternoon. They’re towing his car 

now.” 

 “Who the hell organizes a party in a golf club so far from town… and in a 

blizzard?” 

 “I bet you the management didn’t know there’d be a blizzard when they’d 

booked it.” 

 “This is Toronto, Jenny. They shoulda’ assumed.” 

 People sat at their desolate round dining tables, given up on crowding the bar. 

The battalion of waiters clad in Santa hats hopped from group to group, serving wine 

that was supposed to compliment the courses; it mellowed the complaints to a 
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disgruntled rumble. Tucked inside the bubble of conversation her coworkers were intent 

on maintaining despite getting steadily drunker, Lydia began to feel buzzed. She 

glanced around the room. The pianist dozed on his bench; his one paid hour was over. 

The IT department was messing with the club’s sound system, trying to get someone’s 

Spotify to connect to the high-tech wireless speakers to no avail. The TV screens around 

the room played bizarre footage of logs crackling in fireplaces. Some women had 

kicked their heels off. Some were deep into making out with their partners… or not their 

partners. Carl had gone off to make sure the oil in the car didn’t freeze so that their 

escape would go unhindered. 

 Dinner or no dinner, Lydia had decided they’d leave soon. Without the 

distraction of food, she was becoming increasingly aware that by some ungodly reason 

the projecting table was right next to the management’s. It was close enough that she 

could hear the sound of Mrs Breghel’s quiet laughter. Lydia tried not to listen. She 

twisted her copy of the small paper menu to bits, focusing on the stupidest of exchanges 

between her team. 

 “I just don’t get it.” It was always the same, party or not. Rob, the youngest, kept 

opening new topics only to get his arguments ignored, twisted or shot down by the other 

three men. 

 “The duck carpaccio.” He pointed at the appetizer section of his own menu card. 

“It doesn’t even require heat. It’s a kind of thing you prepare in the morning and dump 

in the fridge to wait until the evening. They could at least serve us that.” 

 Lydia did not want to bother explaining that she was a strict pescaterian and that 

her appetizer – grilled lobster tails marinated in gochujang – certainly did require heat. 

She wondered whether Breghel’s wife, the only woman at the management’s table, 

would spot her all alone in this circle of drunken men, and join in to chitchat about 

womanly things in a show of female solidarity. Not highly likely; they were yet to make 

proper eye contact. 

  “Since when d’ya cook, Rob?” Stance slurred. His tie was draped over the 

empty gin-tonic glasses in front of him. 

 “Well, to be fair.” Rob hiccupped. He got chatty when drunk. “It’s not that I 

cook much. My girlfriend and I, we watch a lot of cooking shows on Netflix.” 
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 “Since when d’ya have a girlfriend?” quipped Mitch. Even Hussein looked up 

from his phone. 

 “Yeah, why’s she not here?”  

 “She has the flu,” Rob answered, looking down at his lap. 

 “Hmmm.” The men, as if by some unspoken rule, refused to prod further, or to 

even pretend to be glad for Rob. Some bachelors. Lydia wasn’t sure if they ever hung 

out outside of work anyway; she was the one who always shot down courteous 

invitations for beers after hours, eager to be out of there the minute the office clock hit 

five.  

 “She’s not missing out on much, at least,” she murmured. 

 “You could say that again!” Rob perked up. “And, to be fair, we’ve only been 

dating for—” 

 “How’s everyone doing?”  

 The hair on the back of Lydia’s neck stood up. Her nape felt cold and naked. 

Sweat broke out everywhere although her skin seemed to have turned to ice. She saw 

Breghel’s hand landing on the back of Mitch’s chair next to hers; she felt the impact as 

if it were squeezed around her own neck. 

 “We’d be doing much better if we had some snacks, to be honest, Mr Breghel,” 

Rob said sheepishly scratching his head. 

 “Sorry for that, lads.” Breghel had a curious, if repulsive, adopted British accent. 

He always spoke in an even tone, as if after all the years of speaking English he could 

not get used to changes in inflection; as if no one ever taught him how to breathe 

properly. “I heard the girls from accounting are trying to order pizza. Seems no one 

wants to deliver in this weather.”  

 The table performed their very best semblance of chummy laughter. Lydia stared 

at the bubbles in Mitch’s beer, taking deep sips of her wine. She felt Breghel throw a 

very cursory glance in her direction, before continuing to smile, lizard-like, at everyone 

else. That’s when she joined him. 

 “Ah, everyone. My wife, Beatrice.” 

 Lydia could not look away from Mitch’s beer. The corners of her mouth tried to 

stay up to no avail.  

 “This is the projecting department,” Breghel said proudly. “The big boys.” 
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 “And a girl!” 

 Jesus, Rob. Lydia had to look up then. Mrs Breghel – Beatrice – did not pay her 

any mind, looking instead at her darling husband. 

 “And a girl,” Breghel agreed, catching her eye. Lydia’s stomach turned. 

“Beatrice, these are Mitch, Rob, Lydia, Stance and Hussein.” 

 “Nice to meet you.” Her voice was thin and raspy. 

 Where the fuck was Carl? 

 “The finest bachelors of Oceans Unlimited.”  

 When would he leave already?  

 Mrs Breghel moved to stand right behind Lydia’s chair so she couldn’t even get 

a proper look at her. She could tell that she was smiling. She had to be younger than 

Lydia. It made no sense. Her hand hung, relaxed, only centimeters away. She had long, 

crystalline nail extensions. Was Breghel into that? He had to be, he was probably the 

one paying for it. Lydia bit her own tongue. The existence of this woman had nothing to 

do with her own pain, or what was it that Joyce, the therapist, had said? It didn’t really 

matter. Lydia was more than happy to ignore and be ignored by both of them until the 

end of time.  

 “Happy to have these boys. Proud of their work.”  

 Lydia made the mistake of emptying her wine glass when she did. Breghel 

stared directly at her across the rim of her glass. Sourness rose up her throat. The wine 

barely pushed it down. Where the fuck was Carl? She had to leave the room.  

 Seconds after the Breghels had left, Rob in tow, to order some shots at the bar, 

she decided to make her escape. She picked up her purse and the pieces of the menu she 

had torn. 

 “Excuse me, boys.” 

 Balancing on the needles of her heels felt like walking a tightrope. The room 

spun and then untwisted in a blur, like after spinning in a desk chair. The bathroom door 

was incredibly heavy, and swung against Lydia’s back with force that almost knocked 

her to the ground. No one was inside. She inhaled in deep, long gulps but her lungs 

didn’t seem to work. Her heart raced. She was drunk. She was real drunk. One long look 

at herself in the mirror was enough to send her staggering into a stall. She did not 
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imagine the party would go this way. It was stupid of her to drink so much, and so 

ordinary, extraordinarily ordinary, if that was a thing, was that a thing?  

 When sober, Lydia had a fear of vomiting so strong that she would spend hours 

in agony only to avoid it; no lemon on her tongue or toothbrushes down her throat ever 

helped. When drunk, she puked hard. It felt good; a disgusting absolution; a cold 

shower on a scorching day, like all the detox treatments suggested by nine out of ten 

nutritionists on average – combined. The alcohol dulled the pain in her gut. She kept at 

it until there was nothing left, then stared at orange-hued remains of a gas-station 

sandwich she’d shared with Carl that afternoon. Where was Carl, anyway? Lydia’s heart 

sunk. He hadn’t seen her drunk since the summer. It was worse then, of course, but she 

didn’t think he’d enjoy seeing it again. The music began on the other side of the wall, 

reverberating through the tiles straight into her calves, climbing up her body to beat 

along with her heart; “The Way You Look Tonight”. Out of all things. Hugging the 

toilet, Lydia began to cry. 

 

* * * 

 It was difficult to meet her own eyes in the mirror afterwards. Lydia gargled and 

spat, gargled and spat until all traces of sourness were gone. Her knees shivered, legs 

unable to straighten. Washing her face was out of the question. It was worth it to invest 

in a Lancome set, after all, it hadn’t smudged that much. Her mother was right – don’t 

spare money on yourself. And Lydia hadn’t, not something her mother could complain 

about. She looked good. Spent all that money on the clothes, the makeup, the shoes… 

The lawyer. The therapist. And here she was at the grand soiree. Lydia coughed. It 

tasted like defeat at the back of her throat.  

 It felt like hours had passed when she finally left the toilet. The smell of pizza 

wafted against her nose, sending her to a place of queasy hunger. She needed her purse. 

She needed to locate her table first; they all looked so similar without people. Their 

murmur was distant, tinny in her ear, as they gathered around a long buffet on the other 

side of the room. Lydia swayed to the bar. 

 “Vodka tonic. Please.” 

 The bartender was a woman. She had a silver Santa hat. The pompom on it was 

a twinkling electric bulb, going on and off every few seconds. That had to be annoying 
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for her. Not just that, it was a work hazard in the making; Lydia could see the bulb 

fizzing out, exploding, catching the woman’s hair on fire; glass shards in olives, limes, 

whiskey tumblers, shakers. The woman seemed unfazed as she poured her drink. She 

was silent, but Lydia felt she watched her from under the furry trim of the hat.  

 “I’m not… you know,” she started, heart vibrating in her chest. “I’m not, uh, 

roofied or anything.” 

 The bartender’s mouth opened, then closed. Lydia regretted opening her own 

dumb yapper. She was a dumb yapper. 

 “Don’t worry. I’m just…” She felt air on her teeth, but her face felt numb. Was 

she smiling? “I’m drunk. Duh. Who isn’t? It’s a dumb corporate party. Don’t worry, I’ll 

shut up. I promise. I’ll be out of ‘ere in a second.” 

 Lydia downed her drink. It felt clean and cold, like medicine as it burned down 

her throat. The interior of her purse was blurry, but she was positive she slid a twenty to 

the bartender along with her empty glass. 

 Carl had to be in the car. She couldn’t imagine him mingling around the buffet, 

elbowing her coworkers for a slice of Pizza Hut. Lydia waved an uncertain hand to 

someone in a gray suit she thought was Mitch; there was no need for real goodbyes. She 

swayed along her reflection in the foyer mirror, admiring the shimmery dress in the dim 

light. Keeping her life in some semblance of mystery was better; better to leave them 

guessing. Lydia Sunwoo, that shrew from the third floor, whisked away by her 

handsome lover at the end of the night, too caught up in themselves to waste time on 

delivery pizza. What lives must she lead after the clock ticked five! Lydia winked at her 

reflection. She smiled back. She knew no one would say that. No one would even notice 

she was gone. No one even knew she existed before she got–. Before he. She bit her lip 

and looked away. She was so stupid. She was so stupid.  

 A blast of fresh air cradled her hot cheeks as she stepped into the night. It wasn’t 

snowing anymore but the sheer brightness forced Lydia’s eyes shut. It felt good to be in 

the dark for a second. 

 “Lydia?”  

 Carl? 

 “Are you alright?” 

 Breghel.  
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 Cigarette smoke invaded her nostrils, slithering down her windpipe into her 

chest. There wasn’t anything left to vomit, but something was coming up her throat. Her 

heart pounded. In the dark, it was easy to see herself punching him in the face. Taking 

the cigarette from his hands as he’d stagger back. Stubbing it onto his forehead, ripping 

into his eyes with her fingers, bashing his head against the brick, again and again.  

 She hadn’t been alright her entire life. But she wouldn’t let him see how much of 

it was him. Men like him. 

 “Why don’t you head inside? At least get a jacket.” 

 “Shut up.” 

 Breghel stared at her. Lydia felt numb. Her ears buzzed. Did she really say that? 

She wasn’t sure her mouth had moved at all. Her brain ran marathons, but she could not 

move away. It always happened after vodka, this kind of petrified drunkenness.  

 “You should head inside. It’s cold” 

 Her gut convulsed.  

 “You– you didn’t think I was cold when you ripped my jacket off and tried to 

rape me in a supermarket, you son of a bitch.” 

 She definitely said that. She knew she did because he dropped the unfinished 

cigarette into the snow. He said nothing. 

 “Does… does your wife know?” She took a step toward him. His face was in the 

shadow. It was good not to see it. 

 “Bee-aatrice Breegheel. Does she know? That you… that her husband…. tried 

to rape his employee in a super-fucking-market?” Lydia could hear her voice echo 

against the snow. “What even was it that did it for you? She too good to wear a – a 

tracksuit? You into little Asian girls, Breghel? That what gets you up?” 

 “I don’t think you’re al–” 

 “Fuck you, you piece of trash!” 

 She was going to lose her job. She would end up on the street and her parents 

would ask why. Why, Lydia? Why, Minyuu?  

 “Stop it.” He sounded menacing. “You might regret this.” 

 Sat with a porcelain pot of tea in her parents’ dining room, surrounded by all 

those stuffed ducks and geese on the shelves, she would be forced to make another 

choice. To keep on lying, as she already had been for months. Or say the truth.  
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 There was a bee swarm buzzing in Lydia’s mouth. 

 “I already regret everything. Moving here. Working for you. Taking that 

promotion instead of – instead of hiring someone to break your spine.”  

 His jaw twisted. Lydia took another step towards him; her entire body shook. 

The feeling of having him cornered was unreal. She couldn’t do it. What was she 

supposed to do? Choke Breghel to death? This wasn’t a film. She was losing her job. 

She couldn’t go to prison, too. 

 “I’ll call your partner and tell him to pick you up. You’re very drunk.” 

 He walked past her and into the building. Lydia shivered until she vomited clear 

water into the snow.  

 The cold gripped her legs, heels sliding on ice as she staggered, looking for the 

parking lot. She felt almost no pain as her ankle went under her foot, only a cracking 

numbness. Rolling down the slope into a bank underneath, her skirt filled with snow 

until the cold tickled her thighs, making her laugh. At the very bottom, she stopped with 

a thud, dyeing the snow red. 

 

    * * * 

 It had to be a dream.  

 She was in her bed, still drunk from the company barbecue. Everything between 

then and now was just a long blurry bender. It felt good to lie down. Any minute now 

her brain would crow, hop up a rope and start climbing from that pit of blessed darkness 

free of thought. Then thoughts would invade, like arrows, piercing it over and over until 

it bled.  

 No. Not yet. 

 Her feet were warm. Carl had probably wrapped her up in the duvet. Kind guy. 

Why was he there? No, hold that thought. Hold all of them. They’d smell the brain 

moving, and swallow it up whole. Not yet.  

 It could’ve been Larissa. She was the first one Lydia called that night. Probably 

not. She was writing her case defenses deep into the night those days. Why did she have 

to call her again?  

 Ah.  
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 Lydia’s head began to ache. Case. Court. It was good to be best friends with a 

lawyer. Many would’ve given up. Many wouldn’t have even tried. Why try? There was 

enough money to go around and drown out anyone’s voice.  

 No, stop thinking… just for a bit. 

 Maybe it was better that there was no footage. No solid evidence. Maybe it 

wasn’t what happened…. no, surely it was. Her upper arms hurt. Her head hurt. The cut 

on her cheek didn’t. It wasn’t too deep to begin with. Just collateral damage in the 

whole hubbub, a scratch of the edge of a cardboard box of laundry powder. There 

wasn’t even any blood – not enough injuries to land her in a hospital. Larissa had said 

even the ones who did didn’t manage to fight to the end.  

 The back of Lydia’s head was warm. Strangely, her body was growing number.  

 She couldn’t talk about it with mom and dad. Grandma Sunwoo would’ve 

understood. Maybe. She had to believe she would. It wasn’t like she ever talked about 

those things with Lydia, of course. No one should ever talk about a war to a child. 

Grandma Sunwoo passed when Lydia was thirteen; she wouldn’t have thought it 

appropriate. Even her mother waited to tell her until she was eighteen.  

 “Wars are hell. Women and girls, they are just collateral damage,” her mother 

had said, concluding the tale of Grandma’s youth. She was shocked by the tears it 

caused. “Don’t cry, Minyuu. I am sure Grandma thought the same.” 

 Lydia did not believe that. She tried to scrunch up her eyes, but her muscles 

seemed to have stopped working. Perhaps Grandma Sunwoo would’ve thought her 

weak. Hiring a lawyer – for what? Defense for being groped at a supermarket, for 

having a man destroy a pair of Adidas track bottoms? Lydia shook her head. No, no. 

Grandma wasn’t like that. Still, Lydia wouldn’t have told her; she wouldn’t risk seeing 

that look. She was afraid of seeing it in all of their eyes: Larissa’s eyes, Carl’s eyes. The 

eyes of her mother.  

 It wasn’t even real rape.  

 Carl had to pity her. Why was he still there? It felt like a long con, except she 

had no diamonds he could disappear with after breaking her heart. For months he laid 

there, just an arm-length away, not touching her. He’d trash bottles when he’d visit, 

arms full of barbequed shrimp and seltzer. He wore pajamas to bed. He took care of 

himself. Lydia was surprised that the sex was still good once it finally happened again. 
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She had no right to complain; when Carl held her, it was his arms. No sad TV 

melodrama in their bedroom – her, crying under the duvet, him, regretting he had even 

tried – no. The memory didn’t send her into shock. 

 Lydia’s breaths grew shorter. She was on the cusp of dreaming, it felt. 

 It was still there, she knew it. Alone at night, phone set on silent and Carl fast 

asleep, her mind drifted off. Within her body’s memory vault, some were still fresh: the 

lack of air, shelves cutting into her neck, her chest, the insistent pushing, and fighting, 

and pushing. Her screams still rang in her mind. The face of the flabbergasted teen girl 

who ran out of the supply closet, alight like frescoes of Holy Mary. Breghel’s pants, 

wet; his face, red. His hands were shaking. Lydia had almost vomited on the floor. The 

girl’s arms, strong and soft; her purple apron smelled of cheese. The nametag read 

Priscilla.  

 Lydia had seen her only once again, in court. Her mother had to accompany her 

to the hearing. Lydia hoped that Priscilla wasn’t too scarred, that the putrid smell of her 

own trauma didn’t rub off on this child, marking it for life. Shimmering like a firefly at 

dawn, her last conscious thought breezed through her mind: if she were ever to wake up 

from whatever dream this was, she’d bring Priscilla the nicest bouquet.  
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Silver Noon 

Shaun was a coward. There was no helping it.  

The pain in his arms was sharp and focused like a prick of a thumbtack, yet 

strong enough to dull him to numbness. As he walked on, the rips in his clothes 

deepened by the second, catching his skin like barbed wire. Shaun felt tears brimming at 

the corners of his eyes. 

“Stop it. Just stop already!” 

He shook his arms. The claws only dug in harder.  

“Please!” 

“Mrreow.” 

The tabby looked up at him, irises shrunken by the blazing sun, as if unaware of 

what it was doing. As if totally and completely innocent. His claws had already broken 

through the sleeves of Shaun’s shirt, and with every step he took down the street 

carrying the damn thing, they threatened to rip his skin bloody. Shaun despised cats. 

There was just something unnerving about them. The unreadable eyes. The unnatural, 

charged stillness right before one would pounce at his face, unannounced, and claw his 

eyes out – that was probably it. The cat hanging off his arms was thick-furred and 

unassuming enough. Its hind legs hung loosely, free of any will to fight. Shaun wasn’t 

exactly sure what he was doing, trampling around without his wallet, far from his car, 

already caught in the maze of a neighborhood he never visited before. He sighed. In the 

end, there were some things that just needed to be done. That was it. 

The heat that Sunday afternoon was something else. The asphalt was a roasting 

tin; the parked cars were scattered along the walkway like burnt leftover chunks. The 

chirping of lawn sprinklers was the only thing that disturbed the midday quiet. Stray 

lukewarm droplets sizzled and evaporated immediately upon touching the pavement. It 

had never occurred to Shaun that the top of a man’s head could sweat so much. The 

transition to a hairless lifestyle was a series of oddly inconvenient revelations. Some had 

complimented him on the bold move. A bald move, Shaun would answer. Well, at least 

the summer sun had burnished a nice tan on the old egg. The worst part about shaving 

off the last wisps of his hair was the ghastly paleness beneath that made him look like a 

shiny, ugly bowling pin.  
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“Ow!” The cat kicked its hind legs, clawing deeper into Shaun’s arms. He held 

on faster. “I said, stop it already, you pest!” 

Holding the cat was like having his hands in a muff. The fur was excruciatingly 

warm. Shaun had found the cat – Hugo, the tag had read, Hugo Cat, Address: 13z 

Redbud Road – staggering around Barney’s Hardware’s parking lot, about to collapse. It 

would’ve been inhumane to just leave it there. Sure, the cashier at Barney’s had offered 

to keep the cat until closing, but 13z Redbud Road wasn’t supposed to be too far. 

Shaun’s trusty Blackberry had no map app, but he’d figured he’d get by on the cashier’s 

directions. Lost in a maze of suburban houses, he cursed his own stupidity; Redbud 

Road branched into millions of one-way rivulets that seemed to run into a circle. An 

urge to drop the cat, kick it and then slap his own face made him clench his jaw. What 

was he thinking? He was forty seven. It was too damn late to try to squeeze in a handful 

of good deeds to balance out whatever he was attempting to run from. And stupid, to 

boot. 

“It won’t do you any good, all that cynicism.” It was Sonia. Her voice rang too 

clear inside Shaun’s head, disrupting the hot quiet around him. 

“Out of all people, I think I should have the right to say that I’m stupid.” 

“Suit yourself.” She sniggered and sipped her tea on their old grey couch. In 

Shaun’s mind, it was always the Sonia from when it was all about to come to a wrap; 

hair short, lungs already full of fresh air. The mug in her hands read Best Mom. Sonia 

always knew how much he hated the cursed thing, but refused to throw it away out of 

some semblance of spite, or pride, or whatever it was that rattled in that crazy head of 

hers. She turned it into a gag instead; Shaun failed to find it funny. He should’ve just 

smashed it on the kitchen tile right in front of her face while he still had a chance. 

Knowing her, the mug was still out there, in some cupboard in Delhi, alive and 

atrociously cherished. Sweat broke out on Shaun’s forehead, dripping down his eyelids. 

He scrunched up his eyes. It didn’t matter. It was in the past, and the present wasn’t for 

long anyway. 

“We’ll get you home, buddy, don’t you worry.” Shaun didn’t know if talking to 

a cat was better than talking to the voice of his ex-wife, but at least the cat meowed 

back. They were in 17a Redbud Road, and he began getting a hang of the logic behind 

the intertwined dead-end streets.  
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“Stop scratching me, okay? Now, 13z can’t be that far off, right, Hugo?” 

Hugo. Some name. If he wasn’t stuck in a preppy suburb, Shaun would’ve 

pegged the owner for a coked up hipster, or a dusty professor of literature, or some other 

sad brainiac. Knowing his luck, the owner would be a rusty old hag, or even worse, a 

child. The chances were up in the air. It could be a woman as well. Shaun eyed the 

backyards around him, identical blue kiddie pools brimming with plastic toys and 

swimming noodles. If he was lucky enough to even see another woman again, she’d 

already have two kids hanging off her legs, and a third on the way. He cleared his throat 

and spat on the pavement.  

It could, of course, be a daughter. A girl about to spread her wings to college, 

too busy prepping her bags to notice that her cat, her beloved Hugo had escaped. How 

thankful her face, how big the eyes as she’d give Shaun a warm, tight hug – not too tight 

and just firm enough – after he’d deliver the furry menace back to her door. In this 

awful heat, he would be invited in for a drink of water, too, a slice of watermelon, a dip 

in the pool, perhaps. 

“Now you’re pushing it.” 

Shaun chuckled at himself. Sonia rolled her eyes. 

“You jealous?” 

“Really, Shaun? Aren’t you too old for pornographic fantasies?” 

“A man has to be a dreamer to make it in this world, Sonia. Plus, we both know 

it’s not happening. Ever.” 

“You could say that again.” 

Shaun spat on the pavement. He wasn’t delusional enough yet to believe his own 

daydreams. He knew he looked like shit. Still, sometimes he couldn’t help but wonder if 

that was what they all thought, too. His doctor. His brother’s wife. His coworkers, well, 

mostly Priscilla, the deli girl; for Miriam he didn’t care much, seeing as she was almost 

always on maternity leave. Sometimes he would catch Priscilla staring over the meat 

slicer and wonder what she would say if he asked her out after a shift one day. No, he 

would never – nor should he. Priscilla’s work file said she was but nineteen, born just 

around the time Shaun and Sonia were about to make the biggest mistake of their lives. 

Still, there wasn’t much else to think about at work. What expression would Priscilla’s 

chubby face muster if he were to touch it? How wide would those green eyes go if he 
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helped her inside his Audi A8? She probably didn’t even have a license, much less 

knew what European cars were. He would lie about it, of course, say it was inherited or 

perhaps won in the lottery. Well, it was a lottery, in a general sense. What were the 

chances a pair of suits would walk into work one fine June day and offer Shaun an 

$80.000 compensation gift in exchange for a little favor? A few clicks of a mouse for a 

brand new car?  

Shaun chuckled. They’d be busting their heads now, those suits, if they knew 

what a waste of effort it had been. Or not; people like that had to get on fairly well if 

they could afford to bribe minimarket managers with new Audis to get them to delete 

some safety footage. On some level, the one that still housed occasional regrets about 

how he had handled things with Sonia, Shaun knew that what he had done should have 

disgusted him. Perhaps it was buried too deep under the wasteland of disgust he had 

harbored towards himself seemingly since birth. No matter, in this world, it was eat or 

get eaten. The suits wined him and dined him, got him a brand new Cavalli suit for their 

rehearsed courtroom testimony, and sent him on his merry way with a new car. The 

little Asian chick got eaten by her boss and his lawyers. Shaun sighed and scratched 

Hugo’s underarms lightly. Some things just had to be done. That was it. 

The keys of the Audi clanked, safe inside Shaun’s right pants pocket. He had 

parked the car in the shade, and counted on the automated AC to keep the interior a 

soothing oasis. The car was a marvel. A bitter stream of regret poured down his chest; 

some of the window handles were still wrapped in plastic. Not counting the annual 

business trip to Ottawa to meet other YumYum Market reps, the drive to Barney’s was 

probably the farthest he’d taken the car. On a hot day like today, it would’ve probably 

been smarter if he’d gone to Lowe’s at his side of town. Loyal to the end, Shaun was; 

he’d first visited Barney’s as a toddler, holding the hand of his great-grandfather. In the 

slow, dreadful sludge river of work and sleep, he was able to pan a measly spark of 

genuineness in supporting small business. Even if only for a length of rope. 

“Look, buddy.” Shaun shook the limp cat lightly. Its fur was so wet with his 

sweat that he was afraid it’d wiggle out of his hands. “We’re here. Redbud 13. You 

recognize any of these places?” 

Redbud Road 13 looked exactly the same as 17, 16, and all the other ones that 

had confused and entrapped Shaun earlier. The once pink blossoms hanging off of 
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redbuds lining the alley were burnt to white crisps. Sprinklers continued spritzing lawns 

a juicy, refreshing green, their chirp like that of cicadas. Sensations of lunch were 

wafting in from open windows, mingling down the lane: crispy golden skin on baked 

potatoes, knives hitting cheesy casseroles, spoons scraping the last noodles off plates of 

chicken soup. Shaun was sure he even spotted a pie cooling on the windowsill of a 

house somewhere in 13d. The yards were empty; swings and lawn chairs were still 

wrinkled by the asses that had sat on them in the morning, sipping carefree coffee, 

reading newspapers. Children’s toys, dropped mid-play just as someone had called their 

owners to lunch, rested in the grass. 

Shaun grimaced and looked at the ground. Hugo became heavier with every step 

he took, claws embedded deep into his arms by now. Shaun’s feet began swelling some 

time ago, as if being slowly broiled inside his shoes by the heated pavement. He 

should’ve driven here. It would’ve been so much faster. Instead of a solitary intruder, 

strange by most means with his old khakis, a bald head and arms full of cat, he’d be a 

man of mystery. The Audi’s noiseless motor wouldn’t make a dent in the peaceful 

afternoon of Redbud residents, but its sleek silver body would stand out among the 

hatchbacks and the SUVs enough to cause a fuss. Everyone would witness it through 

their picture windows, gliding down their little lane like a strip of light. Forks would 

drop onto plates; chairs scoot back and fall over backwards. There’d be fingers pointing, 

and mouths open in wonder. Who could be that man, and what could he be looking for? 

A foreign businessman? A prodigal son, coming back home? A bachelor seeking for a 

last shot at love? Children would turn, curious, to their fathers, and the men’s eyes 

would shoot Shaun full of envious arrows. In the kitchens, casseroles would drop, mac 

and cheese splatter onto granite floors. Nice suburban wifeys, their little brains abuzz, 

would hold their chests and gasp; they’d turn to their men and realize the degree of their 

everyday worthlessness. Bare feet on grass, they’d walk out, and like so many 

enchanted rats follow to wherever Shaun would take them. Without ever stopping, he 

would roll down the window just enough to shoot them a winning smile and a wink. 

Blondes, brunettes, thick and thin, would smile back, their faces reflected against the 

top of his head, spinning like a carousel.  

“Are you looking for something?” 
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Shaun dropped the cat to the ground and it meowed, loud and offended. 13z. He 

had found it, tucked away in the far dead end of the street, a dark burgundy two-story 

house with a black shingle roof. God knew for how long he’d been standing in front of 

it. A woman his age with long silver hair and a wide-brimmed sunhat stood behind a red 

fence. She held shears larger than both of her arms. 

“Uh, is this– is this your cat?” He watched Hugo saunter away slowly and barely 

slip his fat body in between the iron bars. He rubbed against the woman’s tanned, bare 

legs, slow and meticulous. Shaun swallowed dry nothingness. 

“No,” she answered, picking up Hugo by the nape. When she bent over, the 

silver hair draped all the way to the waist of her dungaree shorts.  

“He is my boss’ cat.” She turned her grey eyes straight at Shaun’s. His sweat ran 

cold. “How’d you find him?” 

“At Barney’s. Uh, the hardware store, down the road.” Shaun’s heart pounded. 

Shears in one hand and cat in the other, the woman stood in the grass, looking at him, 

his ugly bald head and cheap khakis. Shaun felt irrational shame. “He was barely 

breathing in this heat.” 

“You don’t seem to be faring much better, either.” Her tone was even and raspy. 

She did not smile. “Water?” 

“Please.” Shaun attempted his friendliest expression, the one he saved for 

especially pretty customers and Priscilla. His face felt stiff. The woman eyed him for a 

second before turning away and dropping her shears to the grass. 

“Come on in.”  

She disappeared behind the black door of the house. Shaun had to let himself in 

through the gate. The haphazardly mown lawn felt like a cool caress against the soles of 

his heated shoes. The branches of tall, pale sycamores intertwined, casting a wonderful 

shade on the whole yard. No children’s toys or kiddy pools in sight, only bushes of 

wildly blossoming flowers, somehow still not killed by the sun. The chirp of water, 

hurried and creek-like, bubbled from somewhere behind the house. The woman left the 

door open but an inch. Shaun didn’t dare come in. He loitered on the porch, wiping the 

sweat off his forehead with the back of his hand until there was nothing to wipe off 

anymore. There was no bell, and Shaun was about to either knock or turn around to 

leave, when someone spoke. 
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“Are you the one who found Hugo?” 

In the doorway was a very old man. Wild white, almost yellowing hair 

enveloped his face and chin. He sat in a wheelchair and wore striped pajamas. The 

woman stood behind him, staring at Shaun. She handed him a slim glass of ice-cold 

water over the house threshold.  

There was a purr. Hugo hopped into the man’s lap and began kneading at his 

thighs. His whiskers were wet.  

“Yes, I found him.” Shaun was unsure where to look. The woman’s gaze was 

too disconcerting. She hadn’t taken her hat off. Although the man smiled, deep wrinkles 

turning his face into something akin to woodwork, his eyes were closed as if he were 

asleep. 

 “I thought it was better to bring him here than…well, than to leave him,” Shaun 

confessed. That was it, in the end.  

“For that I must thank you.” The old man’s hand reached up and in front of him. 

He held it in the air for a long moment when realization hit Shaun like a hot slap across 

the face. The man was blind. He rushed to return the awaiting handshake. The man’s 

skin was unpleasantly cold, as if he had spent hours in an ice bath, but his grip was 

strong.  

“Despite his age, Hugo keeps getting more and more mischievous. I have half a 

mind to turn him into an indoor cat.” The old man chuckled.  

“Might be better for him, in this heat.” Shaun gulped down the last of his water. 

He did not know what else to contribute to the conversation. A strong urge to leave 

gnawed at his heels. He was way off today’s schedule already and his hand was getting 

clammy inside the man’s grip. 

“I know what you’re thinking,” the man said suddenly, deep tone gripping 

Shaun by the nape. His eyes opened and Shaun couldn’t help but stare directly at them. 

Golden-hued irises danced in imperceptible little circles, focusing on his face. He 

swallowed his own spit, throat dry all over again. 

“And you’re right. It’s rotten business, as you already imagine, being old. A cat 

and a gardener for a friend,” he continued, smile completely gone. “Still more than what 

others have. And less, much less than what they have lost.” 

A shiver spread through Shaun’s entire body. This man knew. 
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 “Life is what it is. A sum of its losses and victories.” The man focused on a 

point directly in between Shaun’s eyes. It was difficult to look away. He felt rooted to 

the porch.  

“Only you can decide if it’s worth to keep on keeping score, you know.” The 

grip on Shaun’s hand grew stronger until his very blood seemed to run cold. His heart 

beat so loudly that the booming echoed in his ears. “But you have already decided, 

haven’t you?” 

The glass slipped from Shaun’s hand, clanked against the porch and rolled into 

the grass. He ripped his hand out of the old man’s grip and ran to the gate, tripping over 

the gardening shears and landing on his hands and knees. He got up, hands bruised 

bloody, dashed to gate and climbed over it. When he turned around, the gardener was 

staring at him from the porch, cat tucked in her arms. No one followed.  

Shaun ran down intertwined alleys, steps beating off the hot asphalt like 

cymbals. The high noon sun felt like a whip on his back, and his breath ran shallow and 

dry. The old man knew. About what he was about to do. About Sonia and the baby. The 

babies. It was all a mistake, his life was a goddamn mistake. It shouldn’t have been her. 

Everyone – brother, mother, father – everyone disapproved of the rich Indian girl. He 

could’ve just settled and calmed down, found a regular fat, stupid, suburban girl and 

pumped her full of kids right after high school like everyone else. But no. Sonia was too 

good to let go, with her skinny body and her Harvard degree, her parents’ cash and her 

willingness to tolerate Shaun’s failures. Too good for him, always been too good for 

him, and that’s why he chased her like a starving dog, and then gnawed on her until she 

disappeared. Shaun’s head pounded. There was no one to blame for everything that 

happened afterwards. All the gynos they ever visited said her uterus was genetically 

weak, barely able to hold itself together, not to mention a child.  

“Oh,” she whispered into his ear. Shaun’s entire body whipped around one 

hundred and eighty degrees. Behind him was only a row of redbuds. “I guess you 

throwing me around the house whenever you got wasted helped our chances, right?” 

He kept staggering to where he thought the Barney’s parking lot was. “It was 

your fifth try, Sonia. It wasn’t going to happen anyway.” 

Dread crept into his mind through the dead noon quiet when he realized he had 

spoken out loud. 
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“My fifth try?” She rose off of the couch. Her face was older than he had 

remembered it. 

“You know full well I did it for you,” Shaun murmured. His gaze flicked from 

yard to empty yard, searching to see if anyone was listening. The sweat dripping to his 

eyes blurred his vision but he could see a glimpse of Barney’s roof in the distance. 

“Ah, yes. All for me. What a humble man I married!” She laughed and it 

chinked against the inside of his skull. “Don’t flatter yourself, Shaun. You did it for 

yourself. You married a smart, hot doctor, for yourself. You wanted those babies to be 

born, for yourself.” 

“Shut up,” Shaun muttered. The blood in his ears pumped so strongly that he felt 

it would seep out in bursts.  

“Or what? You gonna bash my head against the refrigerator door again?” She 

stood right next to him, in their old kitchen full of boxes. The Best Mom mug poked out 

of one them like a finger in his eye. 

“There’s nothing wrong in admitting that you’re afraid of being forgotten, you 

know,” she whispered. “You’re just a coward, like the rest of us.” 

“Shut up!” 

His voice echoed in the empty parking lot. The Audi stood nearby, shivering in 

the asphalt vapors like a fata morgana. Shaun’s entire body shook. As soon as he sat 

down in the cooled car, his shirt stuck to the back of the leather seat. What a shame, to 

leave a disgusting trace of himself in something so beautiful and perfect. Sweat rolled 

down his forehead, slipping through his eyebrows to drip down his shirt front. Shaun 

watched the gray concrete, the wilted grass, the LED screen of his car. He felt nothing. 

It was all a waste that morning, the cat, the cursed old man. He was a waste of Sonia’s 

life, and she of his. He didn’t want any part of it anymore. The rope was put around his 

neck long ago. Time had only tightened it. 

As he backed out, Shaun glanced at the backseat. The sun reflected off the 

rearview mirror, casting a little rainbow onto the Barney’s black bag that lay there. 

What had to be done, had to be done. That was it.  
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Matryoshka 

 

1 

 

I was sixteen years old when Grandma died. Her passing was my first real experience of 

death. I wasn’t yet allowed to take one of the pills that Mom kept in the drawer of her 

nightstand, but the power of attorney in Grandma’s will allowed me to choose the kind 

of wood her casket would be made of. I remember choosing cherry for the simple fact 

that Grandma and I had both liked cherries the best of all fruit, and how disappointed I 

was when the carpenter presented us with a blocky, pointy person-sized box as plainly 

wood-colored as it could be, no hint of cherries at all in the mild, yellowish brown of it. 

At the breezy graveyard chapel, as the sun clung to our mourning wear in the worst of 

ways, I kept staring at the traitorly wood-colored wooden box while an infinite 

procession of sweaty hands shook my own, and condolences rang against the tin roof. 

Snot and tears slid down my face in dry trails, smearing salt on my mouth and chin. 

With blurry eyes, I traced the infinite, lacquered swirls, once the veins hidden inside of 

living trees, and the back of my tongue curled in a question mark. What would happen, I 

wondered, if I were to bite into it? Would my teeth shatter against the bitter tasting 

wood, or would they sink into it and discover layers of the best, crunchiest chocolate 

cake?   

The priest’s song rolled down the meadows of the Orthodox side of the Toronto 

graveyard, as we stepped in a snake-tight procession in between glistening marble 

crosses, holographic plates and fresh heaps of earth. When we reached the little hilltop 

where Grandma was to rest, I kept staring at the casket, intent on boring a little 

submarine window into it with my eyes. She was inside; I couldn’t feel her there, or see 

her, but I knew that someone had to have taken her from the hospital, put her inside, 

closed her eyes and arranged her hands to cross on her chest, right over left, as was 

tradition. She was inside, I told myself, because it was impossible to imagine that she 

wasn’t still out in the world, strolling along the shores Lake Simcoe, picking flowers. 

She was inside, Priscilla Marie Yovanovich, white haired and dressed in a floral set 

Mom had said was her favorite in the late 2030s, when she wore it to her big sales 

meetings and dinners with Grandpa. Before the casket was lowered, I grasped to touch 
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it, willing my fingers to feel the hands underneath, squeeze them for one last time. The 

wood was warm and slick, satin bows slipping through my grasp as the box slid lower, 

adamantly lower into the ground, as final and resolute as death itself, never to be seen 

again. The splatter of dry earth from our hands knocking against the casket lid, a custom 

Grandma had insisted we honor by her will, was the worst sound I have ever heard in 

my life. In the days to come, it would clank in my ears, scraping cold and dreadful 

against my ribcage; it still drifts by from time to time, when I’m getting ready to turn in 

in the evening, or when I scrape the ice off my windshield in the dead of dawn. I hear it 

as I did all those years ago, as a knock on the door of her house, the wooden chest in 

which her bones still live, deep in the soil. A call comforting and devastating all at once; 

she, being so far away from me, yet always rooted at the same place whenever I needed 

her.  

2 

 

“Two-fifty PM, Monday, March third, year 2067. Yum Trade and Food 

Incorporated first quarter data file is updated and ready, Miss,” Sasha announces.  

I blink and open my eyes to the endless blue ceiling. It takes me a moment to 

realize I didn’t fall asleep on the porch. My throat is dry. Napping with the windows 

open on the seventieth floor does that, but I keep forgetting to close them. 

“And?” I say, more to clear my throat than anything. 

“Layoffs are up by five percent, Miss.” 

I close my eyes. Ten minutes until the meeting. “Sasha, water, please.” 

“Right away, Miss.” 

I set Sasha to call me Miss one night after Victor and I got drunk watching one 

of those 2010s period history dramas. The so-called service – slaves, really, sad faces, 

low wages, dressed in funeral-black costumes – called their masters by titles only. I got 

a massive kick out of it for the first week of two, pretending that I was royalty with a 

voice-droid who knew no better, and it has just stuck ever since. The intuitive software 

has also learned that when I say “water” I mean melon seltzer; the soda stream is 

already bubbling away on in the corner of the office, miles away from the couch. Voice-

droids are where I draw the line, though. Even if I must get up to fetch my own water.  

“Mr Radowski from marketing is in the elevator, Miss.” 
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A quick check-up in the mirror. Hair flat, as it should be; the beautician offered 

to perma-flatten it for free when I did gray eradication last month. The wrinkle roller 

she suggested for my face doesn’t seem to be working, though, or maybe I’m past its 

point of expertise at the age of forty. There’s an embarrassing amount of blue under my 

eyes, which I guess will impress Radowski; five years ago he came up with the slogan 

“Sleep – sooo 2050s” for a PowerNap brain relaxer, and the world still hasn’t forgotten 

about it, for better or worse.  

“Lucile,” he yells, coming in for the briefest of hugs, his office-droid following 

right behind. He wears a white, synthetic vintage Nike tracksuit that only makes his face 

stand out more; he’s always permanently tan even in the dead of Toronto winter, a side-

effect of the approximately thirty stress-relieving vacations his doctors prescribe per 

year. 

“Sorry I’m early, the traffic forecast was totally off – no jam downtown at all. 

The protests either got postponed, or finally died out.” 

“I doubt it, Jim.” I sound raspy. He must not find out I was napping. “People 

will show up as long as they’re fed poison, and their workplaces are taken over by 

machines. Would you like some kaafi while we wait for Uzo and Raquel?” 

“No, no thank you,” he waves a hand, gazing absently through the window. He 

must have set off all the alarms in the building with the amount of rings he’s wearing. 

His office-droid’s pupils are switched off as it rests in standby mode, back perfectly 

straight. Its ass barely dents the couch; it’s an expensive, lightweight model. 

“A man of my age will never get used to it, I’m afraid,” Radowski continues. 

He’s barely ten years older than me, although his dyed white hair and tortoiseshell 

glasses – smuggled by all accounts – would have him seem otherwise. 

“It is a more ethical way, you know,” I say. Kaafi tastes like diluted dirt which is 

probably why it’s not even technically allowed to be called a coffee derivate, but there 

are some things worth giving up on principle.  

“Mr Uzo Mabaso, Mrs Raquel Chavez and Mr Victor Devone are here,” Sasha 

announces. My heart thuds. Why did she say Victor? Victor wasn’t supposed to be in 

the meeting. 
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“Thank you, Sasha.” I struggle to slip on a pair of heels under my desk without 

Radowski noticing. He had to be early. I can’t even touch up my face with him here. 

My neck is awash in sweat. “Open the board room, please.” 

“Yes, Miss.” The door opens with a whoosh. Radowski grimaces.  

“Why’s she calling you Miss?” 

“It’s a joke you wouldn’t get,” I snap, rushing to the board room to plug in my 

holo-sheets of data to the screen. The view from here is stunning; I had the antismog 

lighting installed just last month. The technician said this was the closest we would ever 

come to emulating the kind of view Grandma enjoyed when she was the chair of the 

company almost thirty years ago, back when smog was mostly a respiratory and not a 

visual issue.  

“Hello, Lucile,” Uzo Mabaso says, and I jump. They’re already here. 

“Uzo!” My smile feels as stretched as a cheap fitted sheet about to rip at the 

seams. “Raquel, Victor. Welcome!”  

Their faces remain pleasant enough as they sit down, but Uzo’s gaze cuts right 

through me, as if he’s looking at some point far in the sky behind the window wall. I 

can’t help but sneak a glance at the reflections in the glass, Victor’s blonde head is 

turned down, like he’s trying to divine something from his cup of kaafi. 

“You guys,” Radowski yells across the room and Uzo’s left eye twitches. “We 

haven’t seen each other in such a long time.” 

“Only since the last quarter, Jim,” Raquel Chavez chirps cheerfully, and in her 

voice I hear the years of exasperation of babysitting various middle-aged men. She has 

pushed up, up, up ever since I’ve known her, to reach executive level in her mid-thirties. 

“Won’t you sit down, Jim?” 

In lieu of announcing our meeting, Uzo dumps a file on the table – an honest to 

God, old fashioned paper file that makes a thud, and sends shivers through the glass of 

the table.  

“The dramatics are worth the paper bill, I am sure,” Radowski chips in, taking a 

seat next to Victor. He claps him on the shoulder, and despite the hellish hotpot that 

awaits me, my heart still strums with envy. “Always been a fan of the old cellulose 

sheets, haven’t you, Mabaso?” 
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“Radowski,” Uzo mutters, shooting him a glance that finally shuts him up. I sip 

seltzer and risk eyeing Victor over the rim of my glass. He’s not looking at me. Figures. 

Why should he? Not much to see here, except for a woman sweating through her best 

pantsuit, up to gills in dung. In fact, the depth of dung I know I’m in is becoming so 

numbing that I cannot do much else but stare at Raquel’s nails, bouncing against the 

table to a rhythm only she can hear. It’s not that I’m unprepared, really. This meeting 

was announced two weeks ago, and ever since I’ve been waiting for it like a seaman 

does the approaching wave that he knows will be the one to sink his boat.  

Sasha lowers the shades and casts the boardroom into midday twilight. I see 

Uzo’s mouth moving, and on his lips I can read the words worrying figures. The same 

figures I’ve had playing on a loop before my eyes every time I’ve gone to sleep in the 

past two months. 

“Sasha, data,” I whisper, and she projects our issues into images on the screen in 

front of us. I watch Victor’s blue eyes move from side to side as he reads. The fact that 

they dragged him along, the head of our HR, sits unprocessed and heavy on my mind, 

like a bad omen.  

“Overstaffing has been draining resources. Plummeting sales are endangering 

our deals with local companies,” Raquel states, pointing her laser beam left and right 

above my head. I don’t think it’s possible for my heart to sink any lower but I feel it 

thudding against the soles of my feet.  

“It’s hard to meet the demands of the market if we don’t adapt.” Her eyes lock 

with mine. There’s an entire dry mothball in my throat, but before I can clear it, she 

continues, “How successful have the suggested tech measurements been in Yum Trade 

businesses?”  

“The SmartBaskets have been a hit in British Columbia,” Uzo adds, leafing 

through his stack of papers. 

“Oh, really?” I can’t help it. I feel heat rising in my face already. “I don’t think 

they were that much of a hit with the staff when twenty percent of them got laid off.” 

They all stare at me for a dreadful moment. 

“This is the adapting that we’re talking about, Lucile,” Raquel says with a smile, 

back in babysitter mode. If my cheeks become any more heated I might light this entire 
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room on fire; the blood is pumping loudly in my ears. “The market demands quicker, 

more convenient service. That comes with a cost.”  

“Tell me one thing, Raquel. What human can compete with a robotic basket that 

dumps your groceries into a self-driving vehicle?” I point at Radowski’s office-droid, its 

eyes glossed over as it records the meeting. “They can do it all, so why even bother 

hiring employees that shit and eat?” 

Raquel’s mouth is open just the slightest bit, and I know I said too much. For 

once, Victor is looking at me. 

“Lucile,” he starts and I want to cover his lips with my hands to shut him up. 

“The firings have been a long time coming.”  

Our eyes meet and his look doesn’t waver. It is one thing, getting patronized by 

Raquel Chavez, and another kind of humiliation completely when it’s coming from 

someone with whom you share a bed.  

“This is only the first quarter,” Uzo interjects. “We must take action now if we 

don’t want a total financial collapse on our hands. The Yum Trade-Food Inc. merger 

was a bold step forward in nation-wide food distribution, but if we cannot keep up with 

the demand, we have to either adapt, or go out of business.” 

The thudding in my ears is making it impossible to think. I’m so cold I can feel 

my bones rattling.  

“I…” It’s difficult to speak. “I would be lying if I said I didn’t know that we… 

weren’t doing so well.” Raquel is giving me that beaming, encouraging smile of a 

mother who’s watching her third grader fumble through a nativity play. “But what I 

think you’re proposing is…well, concerning, to say the least.” 

“Lucile,” Victor starts again, and I wish he would stop saying my name in front 

of these people. “The slower we incorporate changes, the more employees we’re likely 

to drop.” 

“The model of a small supermarket is no longer fulfilling the market demand,” 

Uzo interrupts, and for a brief second it’s like there’s a hint of concern on his face. 

“When we merged, we gave you freedom to still be picky about your suppliers. 

Organic, supporting local farmers, all well and good, very 2000s, but it hiked up the 

value for the average, low-income consumers who make up over seventy percent of our 

target market. The rate of soil deterioration has never been higher. There is barely a 
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piece of unspoiled land that hasn’t been sold off to the Emirates. Why pay $20 for an 

organic tomato and waste an hour cooking it, when a protein pack will do just fine?” 

Radowski rolls his eyes and for once I’m glad he’s here. “You cannot be serious, 

Mabaso.” 

“Oh, but I can,” he retorts, dragging out another piece of paper from his pile. “I 

respect your area of expertise, Radowski, but I don’t think you’re aware of the fact that 

the average consumer cares forty percent less about the origin of their food than he or 

she used to thirty years ago. People have moved on with the times.” Uzo turns his eyes 

towards me. “This isn’t your grandma’s company anymore, Lucile. You have to adapt, 

or be eaten.” 

“And by adapting, you mean I should fire half of our staff?” I can barely 

breathe. “Our real, human, average, low-income staff… and replace them with droids, 

correct?” 

“Now, there, Lucile.” Raquel wags her finger mockingly. This whole practice of 

using your business partners’ first names to encourage trust has never been more 

grating. “Be a droid-phobe all you want, but even though they are as 50 percent more 

efficient than humans in performing menial tasks, there are still many things that they’re 

not programmed to do.” 

“Meaning… what? You’ll only fire one third?” 

Her lips purse, and for a second I have a feeling that she might walk out and give 

me a time-out. I blink, and the pout is replaced by a smile of a martyr and a clacking of 

nails against glass.  

“Victor,” she says. I wish she didn’t. The whole room stares at him. In the dim 

light I can tell his cheekbones are red.  

“We are planning on retraining the… the human staff, if you will.” He’s looking 

at Radowski’s office-droid rather than at any of us. I know that face; he’s full of it. 

“There will be minimal consequences, and minimal changes for those who stay.” 

“And how many are staying?”  

He pauses. “Ten percent of every region will need to be let go,” he murmurs, 

looking at his lap.  

Over three thousand people. 
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“You cannot be serious.” Nausea tightens my windpipe. My hands are glued to 

the table, cold with sweat. “I cannot stand by that, I…” 

“Lucile,” Uzo all but yells at me. “When this merger happened, you knew what 

you were getting into. We let you try your way, and by now you should have learned 

that local sourcing and all this puritan human labor nonsense are a dream. Mechanized 

workforce and easily accessible synthetic food are the future, whether you like it or 

not.” 

I cannot listen to him anymore. I turn away from the table as if the air on the 

other side is any different than the one suffocating me. Behind the windowpane, the sky 

has never looked more endless. It’s not my first time, thinking of walking through the 

glass, drifting and falling into something else, somewhere else that’s not this room, with 

these people. One way or the other, a crash feels inevitable. 

 “Think about it, Lucile.” I jump as Raquel’s hand grips my shoulder. She’s 

rolled her chair next to mine, and her face is amiable enough, but her eyes are void of 

pity. “With Jim Radowski at the helm of our marketing department, we could do so 

much to reorient our brand and get ourselves back on our feet. Hell, he made sleeping 

passé – he can do anything!” 

I throw a glance at Radowski over her shoulder. It is the first time I see him 

horrified in the face of opportunity.  

“What do you say, Jim?” She scoots away to focus on him, raising her laser 

beam remote and quickly replacing my slides with her own. “Here’s what I was 

thinking.” She sounds almost excited, face alight with flashing holograms and 3D 

projections that streak the room in fluorescent smudges. The slides change at breakneck 

speed; images of expanded rural mini-markets, service-droids in new uniforms, 

SmartBaskets assisting senior citizens. Old slogans rebranded, giant letters so heavy 

with promises that they threaten to fall away from the screen and break against the floor 

like boulders. Suddenly, the slides halt on the photo of myself and Grandma in this 

same board room, taken in the 2040s. I had just finished elementary school; Grandma 

was in the final stages of cancer that would end her life.  

Anger shivers through me like a current. 

“Sasha, blinds. The meeting is over.” 

“Yes, Miss.” 
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Light invades the room so suddenly that we all blink like blind kittens for a 

moments. The screen fades to nothingness and Raquel stares at me, offended. 

“I understand that we’ll leave the rest for another time, then,” she murmurs. 

 “We’ll stay in touch then, won’t we, folks?” Radowski’s up on his feet like 

lightning. On cue, his droid stands up and walks out, his master trailing behind him 

awkwardly. “Raquel, uh, just forward me all your ideas. I quite like… some of them. 

Uzo, Victor, Lucile.” 

He dashes out. God forbid he’d take the same elevator as the rest of them.  

“We will need your answer by Friday,” Uzo says, downing the rest of his kaafi 

quickly before nodding and turning away. Raquel gives me a half-hearted smile and 

follows wordlessly. 

“Goodbye, Lucile.” Victor’s eyes lock with mine. In the smog-free daylight, he 

looks like someone else. His hands linger in the pockets of his coat, and for a second 

I’m almost certain I could wish him to say something more. But he doesn’t. 

I sit in my chair for some time before clapping for Sasha to ring in a cleaner 

droid. As it whirrs behind me, I marvel at Toronto city seventy stories below; the 

antismog lights are a wonder, and I don’t get to enjoy them much so I stay staring at that 

little diorama of reality until dusk. Before I leave, I ask Sasha to check my 

communication storage. She checks it twice. Not a single personal message.  

I spend an hour in traffic. The evening downpours are getting more intense every 

night – I can barely see the route my car is taking. To think Toronto used to be snowy 

until April when I was a little girl. Despite the rain, the protests are still on. An entire 

squadron of tractors is blocking Queens Street; people are marching, clad in all shades 

of green. Every now and then I meet someone else’s eyes on the other side of the 

windshield. Someone is carrying a banner, painted in red. It says “Where do we go if 

this is utopia?” 

The minute my key scratches the entrance door, a barking duet begins inside the 

house. Lilla and Rosso jump on me one after the other, and in my rush to pet them both 

equally, all three of us tumble down to the porch boards. We wrestle around a bit; my 

suit is already so soaked with sweat that some dog slobber will do it no harm. By 

bedtime, the rain has already stopped so I take them out for a quick walk next to the 

lake. The water is still quivering with the aftermath of the downpour; it will flood soon, 
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although we’ve had no snow at all this winter. The dogs’ arguing echoes in the night, 

cushioned by the black velvet of the sky. I watch them roll in the dewy grass, white fur 

fluffy as dandelions. Do they even know, I wonder. I hope they don’t. 

 

3 

 

My mother used to say that, as a child, I learned to walk twice. First was the 

regular old-fashioned way of bumping into furniture in my ToddlerAssist walking-aid, 

as Mom monitored the live footage from half a world away. The second time, under 

Grandma’s watchful eye, happened when I was around eleven. My femoral nerves have 

been pulled apart to shreds by my widening hips in the onslaught of puberty – this was 

at least what the doctors had said at the time. After a month of strict bed-rest that I can 

barely recall through the haze of painkillers, my first steps on crutches were as painful 

as they were embarrassing. Still, the months of recovery remain some of my fondest 

memories; Grandma and I spent them together in her villa on Lake Simcoe, the one that 

I never supposed she would leave to me in her will, only a few years later. Mom had 

been away on artist conferences and workshops for most of my teen life, so all stitched 

up and barely mobile, I was perfect company for Grandma. She had been alone in the 

villa ever since Grandpa had passed away some years earlier. She wandered the grounds 

and watered the flowers for days on end like a ghost, clad entirely in mourning black 

which she didn’t take off until the day of her own funeral. 

“Why do you have to wear all black?” I asked on the day when I made the 

crucial progress of going outside of the house, and joining Grandma on the porch where 

she read her holo-papers. It was late September. A peach-pink, late summer dusk 

glimmered on the water; it was possibly the last time I heard a lone cricket warming up 

to chirp the night away.  

“I don’t have to do anything,” she replied. She lazed on a garden chair in an 

elegant black house gown. Her hair was already entirely white; I am sometimes glad 

that she didn’t live to see with how much vigor I undergo my perma-gray removal 

treatments. 
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“Then why?” I picked at beach pebbles stuck between the porch boards with my 

hot-pink crutch. Back then, I could still recall Grandma in color; pictures of her and 

Grandpa were all over the house to remind me that she once reveled in it. 

 “The rituals of mourning are what defines our people, Luci,” she said, and the 

way she did it still echoes in my mind, despite all the life and loss packed tightly within 

the years that have passed since then. 

“What kind of people are we, then? Undertakers?” I tried to sound funny 

because she was nothing but serious that evening. I would assume it was because of 

Grandpa, so most of the times when I opened my mouth, it was with one goal only – to 

stop her from being sad. Each time that it worked – and of course it worked, because 

she would give me a smile – I felt victorious. 

“Well, we do have a fascination with death that’s difficult to shake off,” she 

answered, folding her holo-papers aside and fixing me with her bright green eyes. “The 

rituals of mourning are there to keep us from losing our minds with grief. They give 

structure to a life wrecked with loss, without trying to force us to recover. The fact that 

they’ve been carried on for so long means something; even some peasants in the twelfth 

century figured them out without all this… philosophy.” 

I must have looked very stupid and very young, because she chuckled at 

whatever face I made at her words. We sat on the porch in silence for a while. I watched 

a flock of trumpeter swans fly over the lake and into the darkening pink horizon, 

mulling what she said around my head. 

“Did you think you would do that?” I said, after God knows how long. Grandma 

looked at me, puzzled. “Lose your mind, I mean. After Grandpa died?” I continued, 

with all the innocent insensitivity of an eleven year old. Grandpa’s death and funeral 

were sad, if a tad abstract notions to me; I was relayed the tragedy only through a muted 

phone call, one early, gray morning when I was staying with Dad in Seoul. I didn’t like 

Grandma to be sad, but I had never known her when she was at her saddest. 

“Yes, I did,” she answered. She kept looking at the sunset. The fading light of 

day made her hair glow. 

“You know, Lucile, when you recover completely and we go to your last 

checkup, I’ll take you to a special place,” she said after a while, still gazing to the 
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distance. I think I dozed off, but these words had me dropping my crutches to the 

ground. 

“What, really? Where?” 

“To the place where Grandpa and I met, The Former Balkan Union. We’ll visit 

the town where your grand-grandparents were born in and lived before they came 

here….,” she trailed off as I squeezed her tightly, falling down on my knees before her 

chair. She placed her head on top of mine. “I’ll take you there. As soon as you’re fit to 

fly in a jet, Luci.” 

 But I wasn’t fit for a jet for quite some time after that. The situation didn’t 

worsen as much as it changed from femoral nerve strain to something completely 

different. While I did eventually manage to walk again, I was being dragged from 

hospital to hospital, scanned by a variety of machines on any given week. The slow, 

gray cloud of uncertainty descended on me for the first time in my life. I was put out of 

school and into distance-education, and although I kept myself busy playing virtual 

games and procrastinating, the hushed voices around the house told me all I needed to 

know; something was wrong with me. Soon I would find out that the thigh surgery had 

been only the first of many to come. I was spared the official diagnoses; doctors were 

unsure whether to treat me like a child or a teen, and they opted to talk to Grandma 

instead. I now know that she had to blame herself, in the same way that I sometimes 

blamed her, and all the women before her, connected to me through our mutated DNA 

chain. Still, I could never bring myself to resent her. She did the best that she could to 

try to save not only the life of her only granddaughter, but the ones that were supposed 

to follow. 

All of that fades away when I think back on the last years of her life – the teary 

eyes, the handholding, the losses of consciousness and the pale green hospital walls 

closing in on me until the last thing I see is her face. What shines the brightest is my 

thirteenth birthday trip to the Former Balkan Union, in April of 2040. I remember how 

my heart sunk with disappointment when our mini-jet landed in this supposedly magical 

place. The Belgrade airport was shabby at best; this extended to the general state of that 

city, whose name for some ludicrous reason translated to “White Town”. Many 

buildings were entirely grey, some as old as three hundred years. I found out that in 

Europe, people still held on to relics built before World War 2. They somehow fared 
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better than the ugly, modern giants towering over the skyline, the ambitions of the 

2000s reflected off the glass facades that no one had maintained for decades. Faces that 

passed us by in the streets were beautiful but sad, and few and far in between; most city-

dwellers had moved to farm in the countryside, as the Union went through an 

agricultural revolution. Grandma had maintained contracts with farmers from the FBU 

for years, and their termination upon her death was one of the worst blows the company 

experienced when I took over the business.  

Our home for the two weeks that we spent in this confusing place was an old 

timey hotel on one of the main squares. Its name was Moskva, and the interior was a 

velvety diorama of a Russian palace. Grandma had insisted on booking a penthouse 

suite, and I didn’t understand why until the lobby boy, dressed like a relic nutcracker 

doll, opened the curtains on our windows that, for the first time, revealed a beautiful 

side of the city to me. 

“Well, this was a thing to cross off my bucket list, as you kids would say,” 

Grandma said on the morning of my birthday, joining me at the windowsill as I watched 

a nest of newly-hatched pigeons with fascination. I didn’t have the heart to tell her that 

the last generation who used that expression had probably been buried a long time ago. 

That afternoon, she took me down a steep cobbled street winding downhill from our 

hotel to the old railway station district. She walked slowly, taking deep breaths; the 

change of altitude didn’t do her any favors. I wasn’t much better off, as my lower belly 

scars still pulled uncomfortably. We passed dusty storefronts, old jewelry shops, long-

shuttered travel agencies and an astounding number of hat manufacturers. At the very 

end of the street, Grandma stopped in front of an unassuming shop which I would have 

completely missed and walked on. The smile on her face was what halted me. Before us 

was a tiny window, its shelves filled with simple, white plates full of pastries and cakes 

that I had never seen before.  

Opening the shop door was probably the closest thing to time travelling that I 

had ever experienced. Inside, an old cooling vitrine that buzzed like so many crickets 

was full of sliced cakes, fruit cups, and crystalline bowls with grayish purees topped 

with whipped cream. On the countertop were two big, spinning reservoirs of what I 

could only assume was juice. The entire patisserie hummed with the buzzing of coolers 

that drowned out the tinny song coming from a radio somewhere in the kitchen. There 
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were only four round, little black tables, the leather on the accompanying chairs as worn 

as the tiles under our feet. The woman that awaited us behind the counter looked as if 

she lived there; her hair was covered with a net, and her face seemed to be as old as the 

vitrine in front of her, although she had to be of Grandma’s age. While I glanced around 

in astonishment, Grandma bit her lip as she surveyed the pastries, their names hand-

written in Cyrillic on little folded pieces of cardboard. She looked younger than ever as 

she clumsily ordered for us in a language that I had never heard her use before. 

“I wanted you to try one of each, but I’m afraid it’d be a bit too much,” 

Grandma said, voice thrumming with excitement as we sat down to eat at the table close 

to the window. I couldn’t resist dipping my little silver spoon into bits of everything, 

tasting cherries, chocolate, biscuit and buttercream all at once. 

“How does this place… still exist?” I asked quietly, although I was sure that the 

woman couldn’t understand me. Grandma chuckled. 

“They must’ve figured out some sort of a trick – they’ve been afloat for two 

hundred years already, Luci,” she answered, licking her spoon clean of creamy chestnut 

puree. I dug into a hollow pastry doused in lemon sherbet, its sweetness cutting through 

my teeth and straight into my brain. Everything was delicious, even the fizzy, fermented 

gray drink. Our server read an actual newspaper behind the counter.  

Just as we were finishing, Grandma gave me a mischievous look. She stood up 

and whispered something to the server, and I watched with wonder as she began filling 

up a plain gray cardboard box with one of every kind of cake and cup that was in the 

cooler.  

“Grandma!” The luxury of eating so many sweets was stuff of my craziest 

childhood dreams, the ones whose improbability I have long reconciled with.  

“Just something special. Something to remember me by. Happy birthday, 

Lucile,” Grandma whispered and landed a soft kiss on my cheek. I nuzzled against her, 

reveling in the scent of her perfume, and felt warmth douse my eyes.  

After her passing only three years later, her will revealed that she had left it all 

to me: the lake house, the Yum Trade Company, the mysteries of her safe box in a vault 

in Lausanne. Still, the unassuming gray cardboard box remains the only gift as alive and 

warm as all she had ever been, the sweet, colorful goodness inside shining like stained 

glass, untarnished and holy like a living piece of her inside of me. 
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4 

 

 “One new voice message, Miss,” Sasha hums into my earpiece. Her voice is too 

close to being human for human comfort. I toss my shovel to the fresh earth, and Lilla 

jumps on it like I threw her a bone.   

“Go on, then.” I dump the gardening gloves into the touch-me-nots I’ve been 

trying to salvage from the frost. All that rain that fell for weeks finally froze over. My 

back hurts from the morning I spent bent over, trying to dig through the hard ground.  

“Lucile.” I sigh and sit down on the porch steps. It’s Uzo Mabaso. “The CEOs 

went over the footage of our meeting on Friday. The reviews are… mixed. It’s not all 

bad.” He pauses, and I desperately wish for an old-fashioned cigarette to light because 

whatever he says next will probably be far from good. “Well, the worst should go first. 

Food Inc. is buying you off, and the board has already accepted the offer.” 

I lean against the side of the house. In the distance, the lake is glossed over with 

the thinnest sheet of ice, and I watch the dim sunlight bounce off it as it sets behind 

pillowy clouds on the horizon. The digital recording of Mabaso’s voice keeps talking, 

repeating his voice message once, then the second time, but my head is soundproof. I 

kneel down to the ground. It is so cold and humid that it takes a touch of Lilla’s warm 

nose on my forearm to make me realize I’m freezing in my gardening overalls. I slide 

my fingers through her fur, over and over. She will need a bath after this. I will, too.  

“Sasha, run the tub on the second floor.”  

“Something you’d like to answer to Mr Mabaso first?” 

“No, just get the tub going.” 

“Yes, Miss.” 

The bathroom on the second floor is my favorite. It’s much smaller than typical 

luxury bathrooms, but the walls are floor-to-bottom Italian tiles individually painted 

with small woodland creatures in blue and gold. In the flickering candlelight, they look 

as if they’re moving, deer jumping from tile to tile, otters and hares running with them 

through the underbrush along with golden fireflies, critters long extinct. The tub is a 

circle-shaped giant, big enough for me float in while I stare at the tiles. Proud to have 

endured her own bath earlier, Lilla barks at Rosso in the living room and I listen to them 
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play for a long time, as the light goes out outside, and another veil of rain clatters 

against the windows. 

“Music?” Sasha suggests. Her voice echoes against the ceramic, the faintest 

robotic accent in it. Years of updates and she still doesn’t sound quite like a woman. 

Sometimes I want to turn off the speakers and ditch her entirely. I may do it one of these 

days, now that I won’t have much use of her anymore. 

“No, thank you,” I answer. What am I thanking her for? She’s a disembodied 

voice in my house, offering me a more comfortable life, me, the weary director, the 

superwoman, the lonesome old maid with only dogs and flowers to keep her company. I 

duck my head under the water.  

“Sasha,” I gargle. My eyes are full of lemon-scented suds. “Sasha, play 

Mabaso’s message again.” 

She does. It’s not pretty. The sons of bitches sold my share – not even a half of 

the company now, considering the losses, and the future losses – without even asking 

permission. Not really a matter of asking, I gave it to them when I signed the damned 

merger. I pour some salts into the tub. Mabaso goes on and on with the details: I can 

keep my job if I want to, but there will be an overall downgrade; the bottom line is that I 

get to keep the office but not the salary. I still hold the rights to the name, although they 

will try to maintain my salary if I give them up. Yum Trade is just not attractive, they 

think, and, according to Raquel, needs an entire branding reconstructive surgery. 

Radowski will be in charge of that. Victor will handle the layoffs. I, on the other hand, 

should do nothing except go into hiding – it is what they recommend – so no 

investigation or journalists would come my way while I am vulnerable. Their very gall 

to use the word makes me laugh out loud, and the echo of it sinks into the bathwater, 

and deep into me. I’ve lost the company. Everything can go to hell. 

I sit in my home office in the dark, hair dripping on the old chestnut 

Chesterfield. The dogs have calmed down at my feet, dozing. There is nothing to think 

about, so I don’t. In the worst of ways, I feel relief. This must be how convicts would 

feel once they’ve been executed, if they could feel anything at all. The oil portrait of me 

and grandma on the wall hanging above my desk faces me like judgement. I can barely 

recognize our features, but the cognizant part of my brain knows that they cannot be 

mad at me. A painting cannot be… Grandma cannot be, she is dead. If she is flying high 
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above, as she thought she would be once she breathed her last, she is not allowed to 

judge; angels shouldn’t be able to judge, isn’t that right? I screw my eyes shut. I know 

she would have compassion, and I know that it means nothing, because I have none for 

myself.  

Rosso’s barking pierces through the silence, and I jolt. Lilla joins him as they 

both jump up and run down to the foyer, incredibly loud. A sound-surround doorbell 

chime fills the room and heartbeats start climbing to my throat. I wrap a cardigan 

around my bathrobe on my way down, but the moment I open the door I regret staying 

half-dressed.  

“Lucile.” It’s Victor. He’s still in a suit; came directly from work. In the dim 

light of the porch, his face looks gray and more tired than usual. 

 “Victor,” I say. We stare at each other. The dogs rub against his legs, barking, 

but he doesn’t kneel down to pet them as usual. Suddenly he lifts his arms towards me, 

wordlessly offering a hug. I step back quickly. “Why are you here?” 

He looks down. “I thought I’d visit after… well, you probably got the news 

already.” 

“You on the clock?” I say. He looks confused. I smile. “Uzo sent you here to do 

your HR magic on me, too?” 

“No,” he snaps. I’ve offended him. It’s frustrating that I don’t move out of his 

way to let him in, I know. Rosso leaves a particularly muddy footprint on the suede of 

his left shoe. “No, I came here on my own.” 

“Oh, to comfort me?” I try not to mock him, but it’s hard when all I want to do 

is push him down the porch steps into the mud. “Because I’m sad and alone, like 

always, and could use a tumble with you now that I’m already down.” 

“Oh my god,” he mutters, rolling his eyes. “You know it’s not that.” 

“Do I? I’m not sure. You weren’t so quick to comfort me when they ripped me 

to shreds last Wednesday.” His eyebrows scrunch over his eyes, and he looks down at 

his feet. It feels so good to let it out, that I wonder why I’ve even waited until now to do 

it. I fully expect him to turn around and leave, but there’s a weight on my chest that 

hopes he’d stay no matter how toxic the acid I spurt is. 

“Can we just go in?” Victor looks up. His eyes are soft. I really wish I weren’t 

here right now, that whatever course of fate that has led to this moment could’ve been 
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altered by a speck-like fragment of chance a long, long time ago, before I was even 

born. The wind is quite cold on my bare feet and legs. I step aside, and let him in. 

 

5 

 

Looking back at it, one of the only good things that ever came out of the Yum 

Trade/Food Inc. merger was meeting Victor. The two of us being pulled closer together 

came logically, like snippets of movement on a film reel make a video tape. It happened 

over a course of networking sessions, work events, staying at the same hotels during 

conferences. It helped my cause that he was freshly divorced when I had met him; it 

helped his that I was in need of a shoulder to cry on after my last relationship turned out 

to be a fluke. Being with Victor expulsed the sour taste of old love, like eating Italian 

gelato after years of sucking on brittle, expired hard-candy. I had been nibbling on it 

sparingly, because I was starved and knew I wouldn’t be offered more. Victor opened 

the door to a feast I never knew could exist, even after all the years I’ve spent around 

men, stumbling in and out of their lives, and their beds. In the beginning, it was 

challenging to reconcile with the fact that he had kids, Luke, who was ten and Marissa, 

who was eight, who preferred him over their mother, and who he preferred, naturally, 

over anyone else. There was an attraction, as well as repulsion in that devotion. In the 

way he touched and dressed them, washed their laundry and held little fevered hands in 

his own, he showed me, unknowingly, the depth of his heart. There were no 

expectations put on my shoulders, as I tried to keep the company and my own life 

afloat.   

It was far from love at first sight; the moment I realized I wanted him came two 

years after we’d first met. Curious, how someone could be melted into the grayness of 

everyday, and all of a sudden some force of fate or biology would shine a spotlight on 

them so strong that you couldn’t look away. I was watching him sip beer from an old-

fashioned glass bottle at a conference celebration one March in Ottawa. The ring was 

already off his finger, and in a strange moment of my own intoxication, I found him 

soul-crushingly attractive. I was thirty six, he was nearing forty, and his golden hair had 

a sheen of gray in it already. It was the first party I’d attended as a single woman, to 

many claps from my female colleagues; to celebrate the occasion I wore a repurposed 
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plastic gown made of strings of green pearls. He had a clean-cut blazer on and a white 

shirt that hung open on his sternum. 

“I heard congratulations are in order,” I said, shuffling into his space, after the 

last of his coworkers had left him alone at the buffet. The food crisis was right there in 

front of us; we were served squid sixteen ways, and although there was plenty of bread 

and greenery on the table, it was mostly there for show and not taste. Victor smelled like 

hops, and very faint cologne, which I liked; I’ve always found men whom I could smell 

from another room repulsive. 

“Well,” he started, eyeing me slowly. I couldn’t read him at all back then, as he 

said little, and showed even less; it made me want to crack him open any which way 

until he would give. “It depends on what you mean.” 

My brain wasn’t at capacity to throw something witty. I raised my bottle for a 

toast and he smiled. 

“To being single.” I laughed. His face softened, starting at the eyes, which, I 

learned, always began smiling first before his mouth caught on.  

“Ah, that.” He clanked his bottle against mine. “I thought that’s already old 

news. Didn’t know you joined me in the club, though. How does it feel, being a single 

woman again?” 

My sips turned into swigs. 

“It feels… good,” I answered after a few moments. We are about the same 

height, Victor and I, but I rounded my shoulders in face of his curiosity. 

“Just good?” He laughed, but there was redness on his cheeks. “Nothing to add?” 

“Well, I could give you an answer from a woman’s magazine, too, you know,” I 

quipped. The air was lighter, and I felt like my heels were starting to drift away from the 

ground. “I could say it’s liberating. Say that being single beats being locked down, any 

day, and that I’m taking over the world all by myself, men be damned.” He kept 

laughing, and I felt brave. “But I won’t say that,” I added, at last. 

“Oh, I see. Is that to spare the sad middle-aged divorcee here, or to keep a 

humble face for yourself?” 

The sobriety of his question caught me a bit off guard, even though we both kept 

smiling. 
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“It’s neither.” We looked at each other. A spark of courage, so irrational that it 

didn’t even register as thought, pushed more words out of my mouth. “I can’t say that 

I’d be lying. Some of that stuff really is true. But admitting that to you… I’d be 

shooting myself in the foot, is all.”  

It struck me then how the way my heart fluttered as I awaited his answer was 

identical to when I first confessed my feelings to my ninth grade crush. I never 

understood the attraction of being chased; I was always the chaser. I maintained eye 

contact, hoping Victor was cleverer than what I gave him credit for.  

He was. 

We agreed to abstain from a public relationship due to our positions; the head of 

HR and one of the directors sleeping together wouldn’t look good on either of our 

public work profiles. Looking back, that was probably the fault in the foundation that 

caused the walls to crack gradually. We respected each other enough to stay faithful, 

and the secrecy never stopped being thrilling. Still, it began feeling like betrayal when 

his children’s birthdays would swerve past me, one after the other, every year, 

unspoken. I would see them in passing; an occasional movie date with all four of us, or 

an unannounced visit on the rare morning I’d sleep over at Victor’s. My house became 

the hidden, romantic bastion where we could pretend we lived in a bubble. I tried to tell 

myself that I didn’t mind, but I began combating with the dual feelings of being treated 

as a concubine, and of constantly failing to unlock the code to Victor’s vault that 

contained his highest levels of intimacy. Arguments became week-long silences; in fear 

of hurting each other, we said nothing, and it seemed to work for the both of us, until we 

would run into each other again in some hallway, or a meeting, and decide to keep on 

passing the baton into the next stretch of our love.  

Curiously, he understood. He tried to show it by inviting me to join him and the 

children for dinner last Christmas. Anxiety wrecked my intestines as I went shopping 

for Christmas gifts, something that I haven’t done since I myself was a child. I splurged 

on automated trampolines that needed to be shipped to Victor’s via truck. I ran myself 

into a corner trying to find smaller, thoughtful gifts that could be placed under the tree. I 

paid extra for professional wrapping and threw in real flower arrangements for the kids’ 

bedrooms. Driving through the city with the burning need to satisfy whatever urge 

began gnawing at me from the inside, I felt manic. People passed me by in the malls and 
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the streets, poor people, starved people, people dressed up for dinners, people holding 

hands with children. Through the windows of suburban houses, I watched little 

automations of Christmas; silhouettes dancing, hugging, kissing, forever frozen in the 

yellow warmth of fake fireplaces, each window like an old-fashioned, illustrated 

holiday card.  

Sitting on the rug in Victor’s living room in a tight black dress and stilettos, 

surrounded by clumsily wrapped presents, himself, Marissa and Luke clad in identical 

pajamas, I felt as if the pieces of the life that he had shuttered away from me were 

falling from the ceiling, bashing my brain repeatedly. I didn’t drink in front of the 

children, but my head was abuzz. My vision blurred as I watched them gawk at their 

gifts, which I realized too late were too expensive, and far too impractical for their 

backyard. While they huddled together in the living room to play 3D holo-fireworks, I 

found myself alone in Victor’s bedroom, staring at my own dress, heels and real pearls 

in his closet mirror. I was a crow among hummingbirds, strange and ill-fitting in this 

vault of cheer, tired of crashing into windows that framed lives that I had always stalked 

and wanted. I watched Victor tuck the kids away to their beds, and my heart was singed 

down to ashes by the sort of despair I couldn’t name if I tried. I cried in bed later that 

night while he held me, and I talked, and he listened, understanding but not really, 

because how could he, a man, and already a father, understand the way my soul 

crumbled down when I experienced children smiling, their little arms hugging my legs 

in gratitude? It was probably a mistake to invite me that night, and I was almost certain 

that he thought so too. I haven’t seen his kids since, although we made loose plans to 

vacation together in Belgrade this summer. Ever since then, I’ve felt too weak to be 

seen. The nights I’d usually spend with him, I spent alone. In the winter darkness, the 

grief burns cold; its echoes resonate within me from a small, endlessly deep well. Every 

day, I dip my toes into it. At night, I am drowning. 

 

6 

 

Snow.  

On top of everything. I have to laugh. 
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It really makes no sense anymore, does it? Snowing in May, when there’s been 

nothing but sunshine all April. I open my mouth to say it. I keep it open. I say nothing. 

It doesn’t matter and I should just go straight home. It’s not worth recording a message 

about that crap to Victor. He would know something is off. Oh, and it is off. If he wants 

to check the weather, he can look through the window – he’s probably stuck in traffic 

somewhere, just like I am.  

Who would’ve thought it would all end like this?  

The people of the past thought we’d be the future. They put faith into us, 

believing we’d fix the problems they had caused, but we’ve only made it worse. The 

oceans are turning into mud, hares have officially become extinct last week and we still 

haven’t figured out flying cars, so we still spend hours stuck in traffic just as our 

ancestors did. Now, this would be a funny one to send to Victor. I open my mouth, and 

shut it again.  

Wow, it really doesn’t matter, does it? Not a single thing I think or say. This jam 

is a blessing in disguise; my hands shake with how badly I would love to swerve off the 

road if I were on an empty highway.  

“Stop it. Stop it.”  

Talking to myself never feels any easier, just makes me feel crazy. This time, I 

maybe actually am. I don’t need to swerve off the road, when I’m already swerving off 

my mind. 

“Stop what, Miss?” 

“Not you, Sasha. Shut up.” 

“Yes, Miss.” She chimes as she shuts down; I’m definitely not the first to tell her 

to shut up if it’s a preset command to turn her off. I laugh again.  

On an impulse, a brain-beep-stomach kind of impulse, I stop at a food service lot 

just out of downtown. I feel like I might puke, but I should do the opposite – shovel 

something into my face as soon as possible. Dr Andrews said so as well. Funny, that. 

He stabs you full of equipment, ruins your life, sends you on your way with a giant pain 

in your crotch. You endure it like a soldier, without falling apart right there and then, in 

front of him, a man legally allowed to poke around your insides but not to be there for 

the aftermath – that’s what a therapist is for, or so he says. In the end, for being such a 
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good sport, you get a strict order to go eat something, and a bottle of sleeping pills in 

lieu of medication. And don’t worry about the bleeding– 

 “It’s only natural, my ass,” I mutter, leafing through the holo-sheets of the 

menu. I cannot think, and I don’t dare feel anything except for this menu, right here, and 

right now. He had recommended eggs, for the protein. The fucking irony. The fucking 

gall of him. No, don’t think. Don’t feel. I can still see his face, looming from between 

my legs. Bushy eyebrows that almost hide his eyes. He’s like some sort of a Muppet 

with a doctor’s mask; even his voice is comically low. We talk about the parts of my 

body that only he can see, with his cameras and probes, like we talk about the weather 

on some distant planet. I am really trusting a Muppet-man with my uterus. I laugh again. 

“Would you like to order?” The sheets vibrate in front of me, a human voice 

behind them. 

“I’ll get the seaweed fries and diet Coke.” Fuck nutrition. I might as well just 

decompose and die. 

“We’re out of water today, M’am, so there’s no coke. Apologies. Our only 

beverage is… iced kaafi.” 

“Christ. Okay, get me that and a serving of whatever number 492 is called.” 

“The luxury rice husk parfait with 5% real fruit?” 

“I guess that’s its name.” I sigh. It’s not this person’s fault that my life is going 

to hell.  “Thank you.” 

I breathe, long and slow, exorcising all thought from my body. I’m bullshitting 

myself, really. Dr Andrews is nothing like a Muppet; I’ve trusted him blindly ever since 

he operated my uterine fibroids when I was thirty. Seeing his face is nothing like a 

puppet show. If anything, my soul is like a cowering dog in his presence.  

The fries are crunchy and dry, the accompanying ketchup-flavored sauce a runny 

mess that drips down my chin. I look at myself in the rearview mirror for the longest 

time. I blink, and it’s Mom. I blink again, and it’s Grandma, then it’s her mother, the 

one from FBU, whom I’ve only seen in photos. Their eyes are dark and empty, like 

mine. But we are, and will never be the same, though, because they have all been here – 

in some car, crying after a visit to the gyno at some point in their lives – but they all got 

out by a glimmer of a miracle.  

There aren’t any miracles in store for me. 
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I don’t swerve off the road; the thought of Lilla and Rosso locked inside the 

house without food is too sad. Thinking about death is too melodramatic; maybe I was 

just hungry. At home, I kneel down and hug the dogs. They are sleepy and warm. Tears 

start sliding down my cheeks, one after the other until my neck is wet, and Rosso’s fur 

is wet, and once I open my mouth, I don’t stop wailing. Every breath feels like an open 

wound, stretching wider and deeper until I can do nothing but sob. The dogs get up, 

startled; Lilla paws my shoulders and puts her snout almost into my mouth, while Rosso 

barks alongside me. I would laugh if I didn’t know the life I had hoped I would once 

live was over. Grief is about managing expectations, someone once said, I don’t 

remember who. Does it matter? My eggs are inactive. My fallopian tubes are clogged. 

My ovaries are a mess of scar tissue. I will never have a child.  

I drag myself upstairs. Sasha plays work messages. In the study, I open 

Grandma’s old crystal cabinet that she and her mother had dragged from house to house 

for decades. A part of me wishes to smash it to pieces. I pour vodka in a tumbler. The 

window ices over while I get drunk. Victor calls. I told him, like a dumb goose, that I’d 

be going to the gyno. He must’ve figured out by now why he keeps being redirected to 

the voicemail. It shouldn’t matter to him. He’s a dad of two. It matters to me, though. It 

matters to me. I know I’m not alone; every third woman, Dr Andrews said, suffers from 

infertility nowadays. It’s just how we live, the junk we eat, the air we breathe. What 

truly hurts is that I had to be exceptional. 

“The surgery when you were thirteen,” Dr Andrews began while I got dressed, 

presenting me with a stack of papers so thick it felt like waste for them to be all about 

my uterus. “You told me it was a standard cyst removal.” 

“Yeah… they found cysts on one of the checkups after my hip surgery.”  

“Well, Lucile, it wasn’t that at all.” He stared down at the papers instead of 

looking at me. 

“What do you mean, it wasn’t that?” I asked, blood pumping to my face. “My 

grandmother hired the best surgeons available…” 

“I’m not saying they didn’t operate on you. They just didn’t tell you the truth.” 

He pulled out a sheet depicting my old X-ray. I felt like a dog being shown a math 

problem. The pity in Dr Andrews’ face put me on edge. “They tempered with your 
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fallopian tubes; your genetics point to an issue with the left being clogged in the case of 

both your mother and grandmother, correct?” 

“Yes, well, it’s in the file,” I snapped. My heart beat so fast that I felt I would 

faint. 

“Yes, it is. I can only assume that this was well-meant but poorly executed. This 

is the kind of surgery performed after puberty, not during. Your eggs are in irreparable 

state because of the build-up of scar tissue that began when you were thirteen.” 

A few more fingers of vodka. I lie on the Chesterfield, gazing at the portrait of 

Grandma and myself. Funny that she hired a guy to paint us in the twenty-first century, 

like we were some sort of bourgeois elite. She always believed us to be better than 

everyone else.  

“Hey,” I say. My voice is barely there. 

“Hey, did you hear? Your line lives and dies with me, Grandma.” 

No answer. Just her mildly smiling face, a smudge in the dark room, tinged 

yellow by the snow outside. I down my vodka and it feels like a knockout punch to my 

stomach. My eyelids are heavy and hot. 

“Not something you’d hoped for, I assume. I lost your company… now I can’t 

even make a kid to inherit what’s left.” It hurts to breathe. I feel numb. The smudges on 

the wall move, left and right, and Grandma’s smile… it becomes a frown. 

“Hey, listen. Don’t get upset, please.” She still looks on disapprovingly. “Maybe 

I should’a tried earlier. But… he’s the only guy I wanted to have kids with. I had to 

wait! 

Still no words from her.   

“D’ya understand me at all, or d’ya just not care?” 

 I stand up. I have to tell her this, to dump the weight of my heart before her feet, 

or I will die. I’m not tall enough to reach her, mounted on the wall so high up above my 

desk. What is she doing, standing up there? I climb the desk, slipping on the polished 

wood. Our faces are almost level. She smells terrible, like chemicals and old newspaper. 

Makes me cough. 

“Did you think… I wanted this? Gettin’ old in y’r house, after wasting my life to 

keep up your … your empire?” 

Her face is sad. Is she pitying me?  
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“It’s your fault, too, not just mine, y’know. Why did you… why did you tell 

them to operate on me? Why did you lie?”  

Breathing is just coughing now. She still has no answer. I could spit at her.  

“Why didn’t you tell me the truth? Did you do it for me? Or did y’ do it for 

y’rself? So all of this could go on, and we’d never die, and would reproduce to eternity, 

or somthin’?” 

Grandma grows taller, and taller, and I cannot see her anymore. I’m crashing 

down until I plant face-first into the dark, breathing in the scent of wood and earth and 

blood, buried alive in her little cherry-wood box, her forever-home, where we will 

always be together.  

 

I wake up on the desk. The entire room is red. 

I yelp, and the dogs run up, barking.  

There is a spilled bottle on the carpet. Frost covers the windows; they let in a red 

glow of the snow and smog at dawn. My head hurts. My pelvis hurts. I can barely open 

my eyelids with how sticky they are. I wipe them off – blood. Busted my head on the 

desk when I fell down drunk. 

“Sasha, please…” I croak. “Play some music. Something quiet.” 

She plays Chet Baker. I hear my seltzer reservoir bubbling. Damn droid knows 

I’m wasted. I get up and drink. It hurts like I’m swallowing knives. I pick up the bottle. 

I pet the dogs’ heads. I splash my face in the bathroom. I don’t turn on the light. 

In the study, the faces in the portrait are so still that I have half a mind to believe 

they were moving, dancing, jumping before I came in. Grandma is smiling. Her hands 

squeeze my shoulders, then let go. I smile back. 

“Sasha, call Chavez’s office.” 

“It’s 4:53AM, Miss. Your blood pressure is raised. You’ve been drinking, and in 

emotional distress. Are you sure this is the right time to—” 

“Sasha. I have never been surer. And I will turn you off if you sass me like that 

again.” 

“Yes, Miss. Dialing Raquel Chavez.”  
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7 

 

“Luci… hey, Lucile?” 

It’s Victor. 

“Mmm?” 

“Rosso is peeing on the tiles again.” 

 I laugh and cough but I can’t open my eyes. I’m still sleeping. I had a dream – a 

really good one, or at least I think it was good, because now it’s already slipping, and I 

can’t quite remember and… oh no, it’s gone. 

“Don’t laugh,” Victor yells, and his voice echoes. “We have to do something 

about this.” 

I open my eyes. The sun burns straight into them through the holes in my straw 

hat. I turn my head this way and that to avoid it. The shadow of the cherry tree is a few 

meters too far. There’s no helping it. It’s noon. It’s summer. 

“Don’t pretend you didn’t hear me. I love them, but they’re your dogs.” Victor’s 

in the kitchen, and the balcony door is open. That’s why he echoes like that. “You have 

to retrain them for a new house, otherwise they’ll never learn.” 

“He’s already eight years old. How is he gonna learn anything new?” 

“So is Marissa, and she’s not having any issues using the toilet in a new house.” 

This time, I laugh for real. 

“Are you comparing your child to a dog, Vic?” 

“You heard me.” 

I roll off from the lawn chair and fall into the grass with a thud. It is so fresh and 

soft, that I haven’t stopped marveling at it since I bought this house. Granted, so is most 

grass in Belgrade. The sky is actually blue, too. I stare at it. Has it always been like this? 

Was I just a dumb, angsty teenager when I was here the last time? 

“Now, don’t be doing that without me.” Victor pulls the hat over my face, 

laughing. He lays down next to me, placing a tray of food in between; we have both 

become connoisseurs of lying on the ground in the last couple of weeks. I pull the hat 

down to my chest, and give him a kiss.  

“Are we eating… boiled eggs?” 
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“You wouldn’t believe how good these are.” He beams. Ever since we came 

here, the sun has been painting more and more little freckles on his and his children’s 

faces. I peck one on his nose, and he smiles. 

“These are something called deviled eggs.” Victor lifts an egg-white full of 

yellow cream. “They used to eat them on Saturday mornings during a meal called 

brunch back in the day. I mixed some champagne in with our juice, too. Are we in 

paradise, or what?” 

When he smiles, his teeth glint in the sun, and I really love him. 

“Well, if paradise includes a dog who keeps peeing in the kitchen… sure.”  

“No, but seriously, Lucile. Do something about him.” 

I laugh. The deviled eggs are delicious. We manage to leave a few for Luke and 

Marissa, although they’re still in bed. All this oxygen is messing with their sleep. When 

they’re awake, they run and dig in the ground to see worms, they play with neighboring 

children and try to teach them English. But as soon as the dusk runs purple, they can 

barely make it up the stairs to bed.  

Two nights ago, I showered Marissa for the first time upon her request. I hope I 

wasn’t too clumsy; if I was, she hadn’t said anything, just chattered about school and 

worms that seemed to endlessly fascinate her and her brother. When I was putting her to 

bed and rubbing some lotion on her feet, she asked if she should call me Mom or Luci. I 

still haven’t told Victor about it. But it makes me smile. 

The doorbell chimes. My order is here. 

“I’ll get it,” I say, dusting my skirt off. Victor takes my hat and puts it over his 

face. 

I rush through the kitchen, avoiding the spot that Lilla is investigating as Rosso 

lazes on the tiles. In the living room, the floor creaks under my feet, still smelling of 

fresh lacquer. I breathe in the whiteness of the walls; I’m thinking about hanging a Pirot 

kilim in the living room. Grandma’s painting will once again be in the study, if it ever 

makes it across the ocean; the last few pieces of furniture should be arriving from 

Canada tomorrow. The rest stays at the Simcoe villa. I’ll need to sleep somewhere when 

I visit again to sign off the company sale papers. 

“Loo-cile Yovanovich?” The delivery boy looks barely a few years older than 

Luke, hunched over the gray box in his hands. I bite my lip to stop from giggling. I sign 
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a holo-sheet for him and give him some cash money too, as a tip. He looks at the 

dollars, a bit confused, then hops back on his bike with a wave and a greeting I’m 

becoming more and more familiar with. 

The box is heavy in my arms, and very cold on the bottom. When I close the 

door, I have to give in. I jump and hop in place, and keep hopping to the garden where 

Victor lies, half-napping, on the unruly, sun-drenched lawn.  

“Kids!” I sound like such a sitcom mom. “Come downstairs for breakfast!” 

“What is that?” Victor asks under the hat still resting on his face. 

“You’ll see. It’s something special,” I whisper.  

There are thudding footsteps on the wooden stairs, then slappy footsteps on the 

kitchen tile, then finally quiet, muted footsteps as two pairs of little feet run over the 

grass. I turn around with my box, a magician with her top hat. They watch me curiously, 

green eyes, brown eyes, and blue, as I lift the cover open. A thin sheen of cellophane 

glistens like dew, sliding away gently. The scent of my thirteenth birthday wraps around 

me so tightly that my mouth and eyes begin to water at the same time, somehow, and I 

can’t help but laugh. We eat our noon brunch of cake in the grass, with our hands and 

little wooden spoons, directly from the box. The birds chirp and flutter in the tree, 

waiting for cherries to ripen. 
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Introduction 

The magic of all writing comes from a deeply personal place. I am surer of that now 

than ever before. Anyone lucky enough to harness it and wield it to create worlds and 

characters, inherently does so through the lens of factors lived and experienced; any 

piece of writing is in itself a fingerprint. Through my work on this MA thesis under the 

guidance of Anna Heiða Pálsdóttir, I have gotten to know not only more about the craft 

but myself, as well. The three stories I have written are akin to a potluck dinner of my 

psyche, education and lived experience in today’s world.  

My earliest influences stem from parental guidance, the wonders of the post-

communist school system, and my own cultural heritage. The influences that came later 

in life would be the fact that I write in my second language (which, as hard as I try to 

master it, is still affected by the phrases and metaphors of my first), followed by my 

emigration to a foreign country that naturally inspires thoughtful introspection even in 

the worst of extroverts, increased social consciousness of the world we live in, as well 

as the overall influence of the courses I’ve taken at the University of Iceland in the past 

five years. The dining table of my writing smells something like onion, garlic and 

paprika powder, with traces of walnuts, and strangely, a hint of licorice. I also watch a 

lot of cooking shows. 

My affinity towards writing was inherited from my parents, a father who was a 

journalist and writer himself, as well as my mother who took pride in her little home 

library that ranged from world and Yugoslav classics to Hesse, Dostoevsky and Isabel 

Allende. As a child, I used to grab the daily newspaper from my mother’s hands, and 

leaf through them just so I could see my father’s initials under some story or another (to 

this day, we still only read the newspaper that he had written for). Serbia was a country 

still recovering from a civil war, where technology was sparse and money even more so, 

I naturally turned to books and crafts; like so many writers, as per a Serbian phrase, I 

“swallowed books whole” within days or even hours. Genre preferences came and went, 

and so did my dreams of being a writer. Throughout elementary school I wrote for 

minor poetry competitions. At home, I used our second-hand Pentium II computer to 

work on my first short novel, The Fairy Story, which spanned an astonishing hundred 

pages by the time I turned twelve, a feat that seems Sisyphean to me now, sixteen years 

later. There was a certain delirium, a rush whenever I would sit down to write, 
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evidenced by the number of first chapters I wrote and never continued throughout my 

teens, that had me return to writing in my twenties, too. And while my teenage dreams 

revolved around writing novels, I truly found that rush in writing short stories after 

attending the course in Creative Writing in my third year of undergraduate studies.  

The main motivation behind enrolling in this course was the desire to inspire and 

stoke this rush, the unnamable it. Now, over twenty years since I have first started 

writing, I am nearing the finish line on my MA thesis, and I am still unsure on what this 

it is. I can only tell you what it requires: passion, of course, and the often 

insurmountably difficult task of sitting down and writing, refurbishing one’s own 

feelings, shaping memories and curated snippets of consciousness into an experience, 

all in order to affect, charm, and change another person’s life for the better.  

Something like magic, is it not? 
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Themes 

From the very beginning, I intended on keeping my thesis relatively cohesive by 

spinning my short stories around the same set of themes and influences. The themes that 

I chose to wrangle with are influenced not only by my background, but also by my own 

reading preferences, writing role-models, and, most importantly, the questions and 

dilemmas posed by society and social movements of today, regarding both the present 

and the future. I have always been more attuned to writing about emotions rather than 

actions, and I did not venture to challenge that in these stories; this, however, presented 

plenty of canvas space for me to spill all the festering issues and themes I wanted to 

explore onto the introspective psyches of my characters. 

 It was always my intention to focus on the notion of femininity in this thesis, as 

well as to create realistic female characters while at the same time avoiding the pitfalls 

of dreaded self-projection. I also wanted to explore some uniquely female struggles 

through them. It was not difficult to reach for inspiration; societies across the world, as 

fast-paced as they are, are still sorely lacking in their treatment of women, children and 

minorities. The public scandals exposing the worst of the Western world’s misogyny, 

pedophilia, racism, and classism all found their way into my stories, whether through a 

depiction of the abuse in the workplace, an abusive relationship, or through crumbling 

under the weight of expectations society places on women.  

The issues concerning global warming, food crisis and the future of the Earth’s 

ecosystems that reached an alarming status colored the year 2019 for me so much that I 

needed to address them in my stories as well. “Matryoshka”, the third story, was an 

exciting challenge of subsuming the disastrous with the everyday. The juxtaposition of 

the personal and the global offered me with many great opportunities, but primarily with 

the exploration of femininity in the future, from a perspective of a mature character. 

This story, as well as “The Party”, allowed me to insert a bit of the personal as well: the 

perspective of an immigrant character. 
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Influences 

This is a common phenomenon among my generation: children who once used to be 

voracious readers have grown into adults that truly love literature and reading, but have, 

for some reason or the other, dropped it entirely. This is an issue that I am constantly 

struggling with; I am guilty of prolonging return deadlines on the novels that I keep 

checking out of libraries in hopes that I will finish them soon. An excellent antidote to 

this behavior was attending a number of courses at the University of Iceland that 

provided me with unexpected literary influences, role models and new favorite authors, 

which I would have otherwise missed.  

I had read Stephen King’s On Writing many years before I even knew I would 

be attending the Creative Writing course at the University of Iceland; reading it again 

from the perspective of a student learning a craft was even more valuable. Along with 

Sol Stein’s Stein on Writing, King’s book, a unique combination of a writer’s manual 

and his own memoir, was a tool that not only taught me some of the most essential 

techniques of characterization and narration, but inspired me to try and tackle my 

writerly fears. One of the greatest, writing believably from the first person point of 

view, was an issue I was willing to quietly sweep under the carpet of third-person 

perspectives – up until the moment I wrote the first part of “Matryoshka”, and realized 

that I had gone too far to turn back. 

In my first year of MA studies, a course on Scottish Women’s Literature 

introduced me to the works of Ali Smith and Janice Galloway, who quickly became 

some of my favorite authors. They, along with Katherine Mansfield, Sylvia Plath and 

Virginia Woolf, have influenced both my narrative voice, as well as my own way of 

exploring the notion of being female. Ali Smith’s Hotel World in particular was an 

important piece of inspiration for my thesis; a novel consisting of a multitude of 

coincidentally intertwined female stories, all marked by distinctive, fascinating narrative 

voices and styles. Its first and last chapters, in particular, are what inspired some of the 

protagonists’ most deeply introspective states of consciousness in “The Party” and 

“Matryoshka”. The short stories of Janice Galloway, the 1995 “Blood” in particular, 

have opened in me a keen eye to the everyday horrors of existing as a woman, and the 

claustrophobic mental struggle that follows her characters. 
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The affinity towards a futuristic approach came from a scrapped short story idea 

about a dying cyborg that I had in the beginning of 2019; parallel to this, I was 

researching the society’s relationship with android technologies through already 

existing tendencies in the media (Hawkes and Lacey 99) for my masters’ student 

conference presentation. The two stories set in the present, “The Party” and “Silver 

Noon”, only hint at the signs of climate crisis through depictions of extreme weather, 

whereas “Matryoshka” is fully set past the point of disaster reversal. The Yum-Yum 

mini-market, which would later grow into a food distribution giant Yum Trade, is a link 

between the three stories that I have intentionally set in place in order to illustrate the 

issues of the inevitable food crisis caused by climate change. In imagining a world 

where the everyday luxuries of coffee have been replaced by protein packs, I was 

helped by my research on the 2017 film Blade Runner 2049, which depicts a grim world 

of total winter where humanity is sustained by protein farming. The notion of a 

supermarket was also key in depicting the different socio-economic backgrounds of my 

three protagonists; a middle-class, third-generation immigrant, Lydia; Shaun, a 

struggling mini-market manager whose inferiority complex governs and ends his life; 

and Lucile, the heiress of a food empire that her grandmother has built by advancing 

from the vague character of the deli girl in the first two stories, to a self-made business 

owner and the greatest influence on Lucile’s life. 
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On writing “The Party” 

“The Party”, as well as my other stories, has benefitted a lot from my writing journal. 

The entirety of the plot was inspired by the setting that I have jotted down in my 

journal, sleepy and lightly inebriated, after one of my employer’s árshátíð parties: a 

desolate snowed-in golf club overlooking the ocean. The party-goers, and the motif of 

the natural elements creating an increasingly claustrophobic environment were inspired 

by a similar setting in Rick Moody’s 1994 novel, The Ice Storm. My personal gawking 

at the popularity and existence of golf clubs in a country as windy and rainy as Iceland 

was reflected in Lydia’s incredulousness of the setting she finds herself in. I further 

extended this trait into subtle snobbism, which eventually led to the creation of a 

character with a slight superiority complex hiding a rather broken inner world.  

The inspiration for the plot of “The Party” came with the waves of news articles 

concerning sexual misconduct in the workplace, and the overall strengthening of the 

#MeToo movement across the globe. One such story came from my native Serbia. In 

2018, the stubbornly patriarchal society was in an uproar over the harrowing story of 

Marija Lukic, a brave woman from a small town who has been harassed for years 

through thousands of text messages by her employer, a man involved not only in 

abusing tens of other women, but also major bribery scandals (Gec). Reading this story 

gave me hope for the society I come from; however, I extended little of that hope to 

Lydia.  

I wanted to portray the dual absurdity and horror of Breghel’s assault on Lydia 

in her recollections of it during the court and bathroom scenes. Moreover, by 

contrasting Lydia’s experience to that of her grandmother, who is hinted to have been a 

survivor of war crimes, I wanted to shine a light on the nature of our society’s 

conversations on sexual assault. Namely, I wanted to expose the fact that these 

conversations tend to focus on the extremes, thus allowing participants to create 

semantic gray areas and mold the mere notion of assault according to their own 

subjective and hypothetical scales of horror. This tendency is mirrored in Lydia’s need 

for her grandmother’s understanding and approval, and her refusal to ask for it from 

anyone else; whether or not a form of assault can even be considered real is 
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unfortunately a link that binds the stories of many victims, and it was dominant in the 

discussions of the Marija Lukic case, too.  

The Canadian setting is something that I chose to connect all the stories; in “The 

Party”, as well as “Silver Noon”, the setting of a progressive, first-world country is an 

unpleasant reminder that despite the advantages of living in a progressive society, 

corruption can still find its way to hinder the lives of innocents because of treacherous 

human nature. In the end, despite her cathartic confrontation with her nemesis, Lydia 

does not emerge a champion of her battle, but a broken hero still struggling with the 

aftermath of trauma. The initial draft of the story had Carl, Lydia’s genuine, picture-

perfect partner, pick her up from the snow and drive her home to safety; however, in 

agreement with my mentor, I decided to push the protagonist further and have her story 

end on a question mark rather than the romantic ellipsis. 
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On writing “Silver Noon” 

The narrative of “Silver Noon” was inspired, once again, by my writing diary, where I 

scribbled down a funny scene I saw in a Reykjavik side street: a young delivery man 

knocking on a house door with his arms full of a fat, black and white cat, attempting to 

return it to its laughing owner. The rest of the plot followed from this event that I 

decided to place in the very beginning; I needed to contrast a scene as whimsical as that 

to the generally dark undertone of the entire story.  

Shaun is a character created out of spite. I wanted to challenge myself by writing 

from the perspective of a man, but I also needed him to be despicable, yet pitiful and 

ridiculous. He also needed to express my main points of interest but from a different 

angle; the story of an abused wife did not necessarily need to be told through her own 

suffering, but through the thought process of the character that inflicted it upon her. This 

is something I have learned by writing Shaun. While creating him, I debated the idea of 

having him come from a difficult background, or an abusive home. However, in the end, 

I decided not to do that; Shaun is not a product of anything in particular. He is simply a 

bad person who has only one redeemable quality – he makes the reader laugh by 

entertaining his own skewed fantasies on the last day of his life. 

I have always wanted Shaun dead, as the rampant personification of misogyny 

that he is; I decided to give him the role of the corrupted enabler of Lydia’s tragedy in 

“The Party”, not only to connect the two stories, but also to justify his death. However, 

the idea for him deciding to commit suicide came from an emotional forum thread that I 

stumbled upon in an unlikely place – Reddit. The thread detailed one person’s concern 

over the behavior of his coworker, who was by all means exhibiting signs of planning 

on ending his life. I applied these behaviors to Shaun; him hearing his ex-wife’s voice in 

his head, deciding to return the cat to its owners, and methodically buying rope at his 

favorite hardware store are all ways of depicting his humanity about to come to a close.  

Shaun is placed into the setting of a sweltering suburban street in order to 

amplify his physical and psychological discomfort with being the impostor in an 

environment so at odds with himself. This notion is once more inspired by the novels 

examining American suburbia, such as The Ice Storm and even Richard Yates’ 

Revolutionary Road. The name of the street itself is inspired by the New Testament 

betrayal; reportedly, Judas hung himself off a redbud tree. I laid many crumbs on the 
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path of Shaun’s doom that ends with him meeting Death itself in the shape of the blind 

old man and his gardener, to whom I intentionally gave gardening shears in order to 

make her a stand-in for Atropos, one of the three fates of ancient Greece. 
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On writing “Matryoshka” 

The first real short story that I ever wrote, named “12”, was written for a local short 

story contest in Belgrade when I was around twenty-one. I wrote that story in honor of 

my father. It was my first attempt on using abstract language to depict grief, and I did so 

by describing the movements in the choreography of my father’s funeral in less than a 

thousand words. The funeral scene in “Matryoshka” is in its greatest part directly lifted 

from this old story of mine, as is the span, durability and pain of familial love that is the 

backbone of the plot. 

As mentioned above, my greatest challenge in writing this piece was the first-

person point of view. I have cursed myself on many occasions for persisting to write 

from this perspective, but once I was a few pages in, I realized there would be no return. 

Depicting Lucile as three-dimensional, and convincing enough for the reader to 

empathize with was challenging, too. Playing with structure, as advised by both Stein 

and King, was important here; I set out to place each section of the narrative in a 

different time period, and to focus on various events of Lucile’s life rather than 

prolonged descriptions of the characters’ emotions. The story is titled after a Russian 

doll, and with each little chapter, I wanted to reveal a new woman, a new layer of the 

same protagonist to the reader. 

Similarly to “The Party”, the Canadian semi-rural setting of Lake Simcoe and 

Toronto was used as the first-world background of impending catastrophe; if an affluent 

woman such as Lucile is suffering in a place that is still prosperous even in the year 

2060, then how does the rest of the world fare? This line of thinking returned me to my 

roots. While it has always been my intention to have Lucile the granddaughter of 

Priscilla, the same character that rescued Lydia and inadvertently charmed Shaun, I 

decided on an impulse that they should be of Serbian origin. The futuristic coalition of 

the Balkan countries that I dubbed the Former Balkan Union is a nod to the once-great 

Yugoslavia, destined seemingly to fall apart again, yet flourish as a food capital of the 

world. 

The increasingly erratic weather of the story mimics the equally erratic state of 

Lucile’s consciousness. I wanted to reflect the struggles of the present-day woman onto 

her counterpart, some forty years in the future. The characters of Lucile’s coworkers are 

similarly contemporary; so is Sasha, the voice-droid, whose name is a nod to Amazon’s 
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home system, Alexa. Illustrating the subtle romance between Victor and Lucile was a 

challenge, too, both because of the first-person point of view and the necessity of 

avoiding telling instead of showing. Approaching the issues of motherhood, 

reproductive (dis)ability and all of their inherent fears was also something that I wanted 

to do with care, and incorporate gradually into the narrative. However, I did not want to 

create a protagonist completely dependent on her struggle with infertility, or a failing 

career, or a thorny romance, crushed under the weight of her own melting world. I 

needed to establish her as a mature character, independent of the shadow of her 

grandmother that, although loving, threatened to govern her narrative at times. In order 

to do this, I focused chapters two, five and seven only on Lucile herself, and finally, 

gave her a happy ending, providing her with a way out of the literal and metaphorical 

darkness into a spring of hope.  
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Conclusion 

Writing these three stories has been a challenge in ways both personal and creative. The 

writing process has taught me that perseverance and hard work really are the essentials 

of this craft, and that writing journals or diaries are the ultimate vaults of creative ideas 

that should be treasured and revisited often. More often than not, it is worth it to follow 

an idea no matter how outrageous it may seem in the beginning if only to see how it 

shall turn into something completely unrecognizable by the end. Choosing to do my 

thesis in Creative Writing was, in a sense, a gift to myself: an opportunity to hone a 

valued skill, work with an excellent mentor, to learn through editing my work, and, 

finally, to create characters and realities that I never knew I could imagine. 
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